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Hereford College of Arts: Book Arts Competition 2010 
Selected Works
3rd September – 1st October 2010

As a specialist college, Hereford College of Art has 
developed a strong and unique Book Arts initiative. 
Book making workshops and book arts modules are 
taught by a specialist practitioner across a broad range of 
Undergraduate and Further Education courses.

Every year a book arts project is set as a cross-college 
competition that culminates in a programmed touring 
exhibition that is displayed at the Guardian sponsored Hay 
Festival, UK universities and internationally recognised 
artists book venues. This exhibition has been selected for 
The School of Creative Arts at UWE from work submitted 
for the HCA 2010 Book Arts Competition.

Students and staff from all courses have been invited to 
enter the competition, the objective being to explore and 
expand the traditional boundaries of the book and consider 
its form and function as a medium for the creative potential 
of linear and non-linear narrative.

The books produced and submitted are made using a wide 
range of media and concepts based on the artists, designers 
and photographers’ interpretations and notion of the book. 
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There are books as sculpture, altered books and works 
which explore different types of narrative and the time 
based nature of sequentially folded and bound pages; 
some of the works on display are produced through digital 
means, others engage with more traditional craft based 
methods of production.

Students are encouraged to celebrate the tactile qualities of 
the book through personal responses to a wide variety of 
subjects. Subsequently there are books made with details 
that require close scrutiny and examination and other works 
that have an immediate overall visual impact.

The book form as working media, offers students the 
opportunity to engage and intervene with an important 
multi-disciplinary art & design genre. The student works 
in this exhibition, reflect the wide range of potential for the 
investigation of the book form in specialist art and design 
education.

Guy Begbie - curator  www.hca.ac.uk

Deconstruction, Roger Biggs

How to Make a Cup of Tea,  Scott Westall

The Cat Chronicles, Rebecca Hampton
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Lilla Dugnan - Towards a Tribe Manifesto
2nd – 27th October 2010

The Future’s So Bright I Gotta Wear Shades (Timbuk3)

Messages from the bookfront: 

INTERESTED IN EVERY 
THING
REINING IT IN
LETTING IT OUT
TOO MUCH STUFF
IT’S REAL 
IT’S VIRTUAL

….bringing it all together…
& tying it up…

AN INCOHERENT BODY OF WORK
TRIBE: tales from the bricoleurs

Admiring Meir Agassi’s work enormously, Tribe came 
about as a meta title and descriptor enabling Lilla 
Duignan to document her eclectic practice, and that of her 
collaborators: a way of giving rein to disparate aspects whist 
containing practice. The Meir Agassi Museum® came about 
partly as a result of Meir discussing some of the problems 
of diversity in his practice, with Annette Messager. 

Tribe all have stories to tell in our work, and though from 
disparate backgrounds, we each recognise a common desire 
to find ways we can collaborate, to put ideas across, to make 
the sum greater than the parts...

The Small Centre for Collaborative Practice is a website 
as well as an ongoing piece of work, a developing aspect 
of Tribe’s practice … a space for documenting making, 
for exploration, dialogue, dissemination & exposition 
around artists’ publishing - artists’ books / performance / 
bookworks / events / ephemera

The exhibition in the Special Collections Room will aspire 
to document key concerns of Tribe’s work, and as such is 
not yet a fixed or predetermined thing: in honouring and 
trusting the process, the form will reveal itself. Tribe, too are 
excited to see what evolves: seeds of ideas for the exhibition 
are quietly evolving.

For those of you able to visit the show there’ll be an 
opportunity to participate in a Tribe project.

You can also visit the website and explore the work there; 
see also if you would like, for instance, to participate in a 
piece of Anne On’s work.

All Tribe work involves documentation and digital imagery 
– adjustment – reconfiguration – and fabrication –  all of 
which by their nature evoke questions of scale, existence, 
and form: of what is ‘real’ … With this in mind, it is 
clear that a Net presence is one apt mode to disseminate 
Tribe’s work and to reach a larger audience; yet love of 
the handmade - crafty-ism and arty-fictions - also mean a 
presence in the so-called real world remains crucial.

The Meir Agassi Museum® references 
ARTISTS  DREAMS  EMOTIONS   IDEAS  LANDSCAPES  
MEMORIES  POETS  OBJECTS  PICTURES  SCENES  
SOUVENIRS  SPIRITS  TEXT

What more could we possibly add?

WEB REFERENCES
Timbuk3 singing The Future…
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wvIAyxpjEuc

The Meir Agassi Museum®
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/magassi08.htm

see Tribe at Lilla’s website 
www.thesmallcentreforcollaborativepractice.com/big/
TRIBE.html 

Lilla Duignan was awarded The 2010 Agassi Book Arts Prize 
by the Centre for Fine Print Research, for her work around 
artists’ books as The Small Centre for Collaborative Practice.              
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EXHIBITIONS

poésies, concrète, visuelle
Until 18th September 2010, cdla, France
The international movement of experimental poetry which 
is now referred to as “concrete poetry” resembles – no pun 
intended – a constellation bringing together an array of 
very different works and characters; from the 50s pioneers 
the De Campo brothers Haroldo and Augusto to Ian 
Hamilton Finlay, Pierre Garnier, Robert Lax, Paul de Vree, 
Bob Cobbing, John Furnival and Dom Sylvester Houédard 
to name a few.  The years 1965 to 1970 were prolific for 
Concrete Poetry, when the movement was at its peak.

1 place Attane, F–87500 Saint-Yrieix-la-Perche, France. 
Tel: + 33 (0) 555 75 70 30. http://cdla.info

Irma Boom: Biography in Books
Exhibition at the University of Amsterdam, Special 
Collections, Oude Turfmarkt 129, Amsterdam
Until 3rd October 2010
The New York Times called her the best book designer 
of this time. In 2001 she recieved the Gutenberg Prize, 
book design. The Special Collections of the University 
of Amsterdam Library will honour Irma Boom with a 
retrospective exhibition of her work - she donated her 
studio archive to the university in 2003. To accompany this 
exhibition she is producing an exceptional catalogue; a 
miniature book (38 x 50 mm) which contains a complete 
overview of her oeuvre, with commentary and more than 
450 full colour illustrations on 704 pages.

Copies of Irma Boom: Biography in Books can be ordered 
online from Grafische Cultuurstichting.
www.grafischecultuur.nl/formulieren/index.php
Customers from abroad can order the book from Nijhof & 
Lee international booksellers. www.nijhoflee.nl

The European International Book Art Biennale 
September 2010
museum of Art Satu-mare, Romania
Promoting and encouraging any unconventional attitudes 
about books.  It deals with book-objects, book-installations, 
one-offs, author’s books, artist’s books, writer’s books, 
experimental and limited editions, fine press books, etc.  
The core of the project is an exhibition composed of works 
selected in a competition and made by the artists invited by 
the organisers. After the premiere in Satu-Mare Art Museum 
the exhibition will be shown in many art galleries and 
libraries throughout Romania and abroad. 

More details can be found at http://www.dfewa.eu
and at http://www.eibab.blogspot.com 
The exhibition of the European International Book Art 
Biennale 2010, Museum of Art Satu-Mare, Romania. 
www.satu-mare.ro/cultura/muzee.html.en

Tactile Repeat: New Works by Casey Neumann, Jacqueline 
Rush Lee and Madeleine Söder 
The Contemporary museum at First Hawaiian Center
Until 15th October 2010
The Contemporary Museum, Honolulu
2411 Makiki Heights Drive, Honolulu, HI 96822, Hawai’i
www.tcmhi.org

Altered Books
Until 9th October 2010
[Artspace] at Untitled, Oklahoma City, USA
On view until October 9, the show will feature book art by 
artists from across the United States and Canada. 
Altered Books is curated by Elizabeth Brown, Assistant 
Chair and Associate Professor of Art at the College of Fine 
Art and Design, University of Central Oklahoma. Brown’s 
inspiration for this exhibition came from the idea of reading 
form, form which at one time was a book: “To take an object 
typically thought of as a container of information and treat 
it as raw material or a blank slate is simultaneously sacrilege 
and inspiring.”
[Artspace] at Untitled
1 NE 3rd Street, Oklahoma City, OK 73104, USA
Hours: Tues - Fri: 10 - 6, Sat: 10 - 4, Sun - Mon: Closed
www.artspaceatuntitled.org

Pop-Up Now! 
A National Juried Exhibition of movable Books
September 2nd-25th 2010
23 Sandy Gallery, Portland, Oregon, USA 
Presented in Conjunction with The Movable Book Society’s 
Biennial Conference 
www.23sandy.com

Allen Ruppersberg - Künstlerbücher
Until 24th October 2010
Weserburg | museum für moderne Kunst
Teerhof 20, 28199 Bremen, Germany
www.weserburg.de

Bookmarks VIII - Escaping the Library System                                                                
25th September 2010 -  25th February 2011  
The Bookmarks projects series aim is to encourage 
appreciation of work in the format of the artist’s book. 
Participating artists each hand-produce an edition of 
100 signed and numbered bookmarks to give away 
through distribution boxes at venues around the world. 
Each bookmark has the website address which brings 
visitors to the gallery of artworks online. 

Over the last six years the Bookmarks series of free artwork 
distribution has visited 60 library, gallery and bookstore 
venues in Italy, The Netherlands, the UK, Ireland, France, 
Denmark, Germany, Poland, Singapore, Turkey, New 
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Zealand, Canada, Brazil, South Korea, Cyprus, Croatia, New 
Zealand, Japan, Australia and the USA. Over 280 artists 
have contributed more than 28,000 bookmarks to the eight 
projects to date. 

Bookmarks VIII Escaping the Library System 2010-2011 has a 
twist - this time, it was library staff making them rather than 
distributing them. Quite a few of our previous bookmarks 
makers have been librarians, so we thought we would ask 
library workers to infiltrate some non-library venues with 
their own bookmarks. 

Bookmarks VIII includes 36 librarian artists or artists’ 
groups contributing 3,600 bookmarks from the UK, Ireland, 
Canary Islands, The Netherlands, Canada, and the USA. 
All of the bookmarks have been archived for the gallery 
section at www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/bkmks8  which will 
launch online on 25th September 2010.

Venues for Bookmarks VIII 
25th September 2010 - 26th February 2011 are:

Moufflon Bookshop
1 Sofouli Street, 1096 Lefkosia/Nicosia, Cyprus 
www.moufflon.com.cy

La Libreria
University Cultural Centre, NUS Museum, Level 3
50 Kent Ridge Crescent, 119279, Singapore
www.lalibreria.com.sg

Galerie Druck und Buch
Bachgasse 15, 72070 Tübingen, Germany
www.druckundbuch.de

Owl & Lion Gallery
15 Grassmarket, Edinburgh EH1 2HS, Scotland
http://owlandliongallery.com

Centre des Livres d’Artistes
1 place Attane, 87500 Saint-Yrieix-La-Perche, France
http://cdla.info/en

BAS  
Nuri Ziya Sokak No 7, Beyoglu, Istanbul, Turkey
http://www.b-a-s.info/index_en.html   
   
grahame galleries + editions
1 Fernberg Road, Milton, Brisbane, Qld. 4064, Australia 
www.grahamegalleries.com
(N.B. gallery closed Jan-Feb, so bookmarks runs until April 
2011 at grahame galleries)

Arnolfini bookshop
16 Narrow Quay, Bristol, BS1 4QA, UK
www.arnolfini.org.uk/pages/bookshop

Book Arts Centre  - Limfjordscenter 
Fjordstræde 1, Doverodde, 7760 Hurup Thy, Denmark
www.bookarts-doverodde.dk 
 
23 Sandy Gallery
623 NE 23rd Avenue, Portland, OR 97232, USA
www.23sandy.com

BiblioBuffet is also distributing online – please visit the 
BiblioBuffet website from 25th September: 
www.bibliobuffet.com

     
Crossing Alba: morven Gregor,Gerry Loose, Ian Stephen, 
Emmanuelle Waeckerle
Collins Gallery, Glasgow
Until 18th September 2010

Included in this exhibition is the cover piece from this 
issue of the Book Arts Newsletter: designs for seven skins 
concept and design Emmanuelle Waeckerlé
screenprinting on 7 all-in-ones at Highland Print Studios. 

The Collins Gallery presents an installation which 
documents two concurrent and contrasting voyages by 
water across Scotland.     

Explore these two expeditions and the adventures of all four 
artists- feel the rough seas and harsh winds experienced 
by Ian and Emmanuelle and the calm rolling canal waters 
in which Morven and Gerry rowed along.  Crossing Alba 

Valerie Frey’s bookmarks: Imagination takes flight in the library

Hazel Grainger’s bookmarks: Librarian’s buttons, 100 individual 
buttons from librarians.
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comprises film, photography, sculpture, textiles, poetry 
and prose all relating to and inspired by these two boat 
journeys undertaken by four intrepid artists in the wintery 
Easter of 2010.

Through these artworks we can see that although they 
are both boats afloat on the water their journeys are very 
different.  Ian and Emmanuelle were very much alone 
on their journey, with only fellow sailor Sean there to 
help them arrive safely in Stornoway.  It was a journey 
of strength, exhaustion and independence.  With no 
one to help or encourage them along their way it was 
an exhilarating 40 hour battle against the elements with 
nothing but stormy seas and unsettling skies.   

Gerry and Morven took a slower pace as were their 
intentions and through their observations of the landscape, 
wildlife and passer-bys we can get a real feel of the joys of 
taking things slowly and absorbing the inspiration with 
each row of the oars.  More time for talking and sharing 
words and thoughts with each other and those they met on 
the way, receiving a helping hand and the occasional offer of 
a cup of tea- these really were two extreme opposites in the 
world of boating expeditions.  Their ideas for this exhibition 
were in the making for nearly nine years and the end result 
of these four artists’ journeys brings us out into the water, 
for better and for worse!

All four artists are interdisciplinary in their practice:

Ian Stephen is a former coastguard, based in Lewis, he is 
also a poet, storyteller, author and playwright.

Emmanuelle Waeckerle is based in London and St Yrieix 
in France, produces artists’ book and works in film, 
photography and performance, senior lecturer and co leader 
of bookRoom research cluster at UCA Farnham

Gerry Loose, based in and around Glasgow, is a poet and 
horticulturist who often combines these two disciplines.  

Morven Gregor, photographer and artistic director of the 
‘Birds of Paradise’ touring Theatre Company, also lives in 
Glasgow. Collaborative projects with Gerry Loose have 
included “From Kyoto to Carbeth: poems and plants from 
the hills”, displayed in the Collins Gallery in 2008.

Crossing Alba is supported by an illustrated publication.
Collins Gallery, 22 Richmond St
Glasgow, G1 1, UK
Tel: 0141 548 2558 
www.strath.ac.uk/collinsgallery

The work made by Ian Stephen and Emmanuelle Waeckerle 
relates to a project in the making “Is a thing lost if you know 
where it is”, a collaboration between Ian and Emmanuelle, 
commissioned by an Lanntair gallery in Stornoway, Isle of 
Lewis, to produce a project which will make links with other 
Scottish islands and also seek further links to neighbours in 
other countries, particularly the Faroe islands and Iceland. 

While both artists’ practices are rooted in Language and 
storytelling, there are great differences that may form the 
basis of an interesting collaboration. Ian Stephen’s work and 
use of language is strongly rooted in the Hebrides and his 
love and knowledge of the sea while Emmanuelle’s language 
is linked to the body and speaks of transience and mixed 
cultural heritage. Her interest also lies in walking and its 
strong parallel to writing and reading (the land).

The starting premise is to navigate from landmass to 
landmass by following particular stories that are rooted in a 
place. Thus the stories selected for study, form a chain along 

A story from Hiort. photo-polymer print . 800 x 500 mm. 

Edition of 20. Emmanuelle Waeckerlé made with John Mc-

Naught, Highland Print Studio. Constructed from Ian Stephen’s 

picture of St Kilda’s chart and his telling and recording of a St 

Kildan story (Gaelic version by Magaidh Mac a’ Ghobhainn).

“sick crew view” diptych photograph – 2 of the 3 photographs 

taken from Emmanuelle Waeckerlé’s berth during the 42 hour 

crossing from Stromness to Stornoway with exact coordinates 

of place date time. 

“thee the sea” diptych photograph – extract from the Qu’ran 

picked at random in Stromness before departure for Stornoway/

Old Man of Hoy with wave - with exact coordinates of place date 

time, by Emmanuelle Waeckerlé.



a sea-road from the Atlantic coast of France to Iceland.  
This is a historic route but also a contemporary autobahn 
of the ocean.

An exhibition in An Lantair is planned for the end of 
February 2011. This is our public departure but it is also a 
chance to gather all the partners who will be encountered 
en route. Confirmed partners in Isle of Mull, North Uist, 
Inverness, Orkney, Glasgow. We are currently seeking links 
with galleries in France (Brest and La Rochelle), Ireland, 
Faroes and Iceland.

a line of approach common to all 

We are taking the classical myth of Echo and Narcissus and 
use it, as a tool, to study a vernacular story, so there will 
really be two storytellers at each venue.

 Ian Stephen has been performing traditional stories since 
the late 1970s. A teller of traditional stories seems to be 
closer to Echo. He can only repeat what he has heard. A 
storyteller has no authority to change the path of the story. 
But something of the teller does enter the telling.
Emmanuelle Waeckerlé has developed a multi-disciplinary 
practice around language and its connection to the body. 
(The body could be the body politic – the social, or cultural 
body as well as the physical one.) She uses text-based work, 
photography, video and performance to tell her stories. But 
the story has to go through the artist’s personal inner world. 
So there is sympathy for Narcissus  – it is impossible to 
break free from study of your own reflection in the story.

So both Echo and Narcissus are bound to act within 
fixed parameters. If telling a story is seen as an act of 
navigating through it, both are “restricted in their ability 
to manoeuvre.” However these two clear roles, each with a 
different emphasis, may not be as fixed as they appear, It is 
possible that the traditional storyteller may at times be more 
like Narcissus. It is also possible that the artist, working 
within her own consciousness, may at times be more like 
Echo.

© IS/EW 2010

Annette C. Disslin (bleiklötzle) is part of the artists’ 
project exhibition Book of the Night 2010
A bookarts project at Centro Internazionale della Grafica 
di Venezia. curated by Andreas Kramer, Berlin. The 
exhibition opens at Galleria Venezia Viva: October 2010. 

The Book of the Night 2010 is a concertina book with more 
than 30 artists participating. Pages have been printed in 
classic printmaking techniques and tell stories concerning 
the mysteries of night times.

Campo S.Angelo, S.Marco 3579, 30124 Venezia, Italy
www.cigvenezia.it

Annette C. Disslin (bleiklötzle) will also be showing works 
at: Frankfurt Bookfair, 6-10 October and Frauenfeld 
(Switzerland) Handprinters and Books fair, 12-14 
November

You will find much more information with images, links 
and updates on the bleiklötzle website at: 
www.bleikloetzle-goes-british.de

An exhibition of Russian Artists’ Books will be shown as 
part of Atelier Vis-á-Vis Book Project International
Saturday and Sunday 30th-31st October 2010 in 
marseilles. For information, please visit the website at:
www.ateliervisavis.com

The Center for Book & Paper Arts is pleased to present 
Mano/Mundo/Corazón: Artists Interpret La Lotería 
September 9 - December 10, 2010

La Lotería, the Mexican game of chance, has a centuries-
long social history, and a broad reach in contemporary art. 
This exhibition features a culturally and geographically 
diverse group of artists in three distinct sections:  
A curated selection of films, photographs, installations 
and paintings that reference Lotería includes work by Jim 
Finn, Maximo Gonzalez, Jill Hartley, Luis Delgado, Adolfo 
Patiño and others; a a group of newly commissioned works 
on paper, each based on a Lotería card, will include Maria 
Gaspar, Daniel Guzman, Gabriela Alva Cal y Mayor, Fred 
Stonehouse, Felipe Ehrenberg, Mauricio Limon, Michael 
Pajon, Miguel Cortez, Javier Carmona, Michael Scoggins, 
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Michael Scoggins, LA BOTA #22, marker on paper, 12 x 9.5”,  2010
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Humberto Duque, Alexis MacKenzie and more; and The 
LA Loteria: a series of Lotería-inspired prints from the Los 
Angeles-based Aardvark Letterpress. 

This exhibition is organised with the help and support 
of the Illinois Arts Council, National Museum of Mexican 
Art, Mexican Consulate in Chicago, Poetry Magazine, 
and Anchor Graphics, Critical Encounters and Latino 
Cultural Affairs at Columbia College Chicago.  
Presented in association with Chicago Artists Month.

Gallery Hours: Monday - Saturday, 10am - 6pm
1104 South Wabash, 2nd Floor
Chicago, IL 60605, USA
www.colum.edu/book_and_paper/

CON-TEXT goes to Gotland
A Nordic Artist’s Book exhibition
Langska house in Visby, Gotland, Sweden 
9th October - 7th November 2010

Gotland County Art & craft organisation in collaboration 
with the Nordic Association shows a selection from the 
exhibition CON-TEXT at Langska house in Visby. A 
selection of poetic and subtle artists’ books in different 
technologies – made by 25 Nordic artists. The exhibition 
will include a joint project based on the individual artist’s 
interpretation of the concept of “context”. Each artist has 
transformed a plain cardboard suitcase into a book like 
object without the suitcase having lost its external shape 
and its function as a suitcase.
 
CON-TEXT was exhibited the first time in its entirety in 
the end of 2009 at Kulturspinderiet in Silkeborg, Denmark. 
In the spring 2010 a selection of CON-TEXT was on 
display at Umeå University Library, and afterwards the 
full exhibition went to the Nordic House in Reykjavik in 
Iceland. Now CON-TEXT goes to Gotland. The exhibition 
will be followed by workshops/ short courses in artists’ 
books. See more of the project at: http://contextnord.
wordpress.com and at: http://www.artists-books.dk

The Cover of a Book is the Beginning of a Journey  
The New Art Gallery Walsall
9th October 2010 - 9th January 2011
The Cover of a Book is the Beginning of a Journey is an 
interactive exhibition of artists’ books which present or 
derive from a set of instructions. Each book blurs the 
boundaries between authors and readers, or artists and 
viewers, inviting the usually more passive reader to take a 
more active part in the creation of the work. The exhibition 
includes books by artists such as Jonathan Monk, Yoko Ono, 
Ed Ruscha, and Lawrence Weiner.

Julian Warren, archivist at Arnolfini and Paul Clarke, 
member of the Performance Re-enactment Society will 
give a talk at 2pm on Saturday 27th November about the 
exhibition, coinciding with the second Artists’ Publishing 
Fair at The New Art Gallery Walsall.
 
This is a touring Arnolfini exhibition in collaboration with 
the Centre for Fine Print Research at the University of the 
West England. For details please contact Cheryl Jones: 
jonescheryl@walsall.gov.uk
 
The New Art Gallery Walsall
Gallery Square, Walsall WS2 8LG
thenewartgallerywalsall.org.uk

Christophe Daviet-Thery Livres et Editions d’Artistes 
gallery and bookstore has a new location as of September 
16th 2010, at 34 rue Louise Weiss, 75013 Paris

The new space will be inaugurated with the opening show:
Toine Horvers - Hand written books on September 16th
16th September - 13th November 2010
For many years handwritten texts have been a constant 
factor in the artistic oeuvre of the artist Toine Horvers 
(The Netherlands, 1947). Using pencil, Horvers builds up 
his drawings by writing layer upon layer into chiaroscuro-
like patches; upon closer inspection, they turn out to be 
description of reality.

bookwork by Ingirídur Ódinsdottir
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Abstract at first sight, these layered transcriptions of the 
“portraits” or “landscapes” Horvers tries to describe, often 
result in a surprisingly visual “description” of the original 
objects. In recent years, Toine Horvers has bundled series 
of such “drawings” into books – all handwritten and thus 
unique pieces.

Sometimes, such books combine series of drawings on a 
single pictorial theme or motive, like in “Light Self-portrait”. 
Other books contain the description of a single observation, 
as can be seen in Inis Ofrr Panorama series.

More and more, Toine Horvers is interested in the 
conceptual and the performative aspects of books. 
The texts or text-fragments in most of the books are also 
presented live by the artist in oral performances, sometimes 
in combination with writing. Horvers’ recent series of 
books, containing writings of the Latin names of elements 
appearing in anatomical sections of the body, refer to 
the information character of the anatomical atlases with 
provide the basic text material for these works.

The invitation by Christophe Daviet-Thery as a publisher 
of artists’ books challenged Toine Horvers to reconsider his 
ideas on the reproductability of handwritten texts, resulting 
in the publication “Writing Lecture”, the text of which will 
be performed live during the opening of the exhibition at 
Christophe Daviet-Thery Livres et Editions d’Artistes.
34 rue Louise Weiss, 75013 Paris
wwwdaviet-thery.com
http://davietthery.wordpress.com

Opening on 10th September as part of London’s Design 
Festival ‘London Biblio-geography: A Personal A-Z’ 
An exhibition of works by Rachel Hazell explores iconic 

map founder Phyllis 
Pearsall’s city with 
a series of work 
celebrating alphabets 
and cartography.
Few and Far, 242 
Brompton Road, 
London SW3 2BB, UK
Tel: 020 7225 7070

www.fewandfar.net
www.hazelldesignsbooks.co.uk

we love your books... 2010 Artists’ Books exhibition 
{e}motive is at artworks-mk, milton Keynes 
until 24th September 2010

Great Linford Arts Workshop, Parklands, Great Linford, 
Milton Keynes, MK14 5DZ, UK. T: 01908 608 108
info@artworks-mk.co.uk    www.artworks-mk.co.uk 
Opening times: Monday- Friday 10 am - 4 pm
Saturday 10 am - 12 noon. Closed Sundays & Bank Holidays
There will be two lovely catalogues to peruse/purchase.
we love your books...   www.weloveyoubooks.com

A solo exhibition by Inge Bruggeman 
(www.texturaprinting.com) will be shown from 
7th November - 12th December with a reception on 
Sunday, November 7th from 3-5pm at The Art Gym, 
Marylhurst University, Portland, Oregon, USA. 
The installation is titled The Possibility of Being Fully 
Rewritten and is about our physical and metaphorical 
connection to the book, as well as, the objectification of the 
book in the digital age. 

Please visit http://www.marylhurst.edu/theartgym/ and 
follow the link to current or upcoming exhibitions for more 
information.

Micah Lexier  - Twelve of One at Art metropole, Toronto
Until December, 2010
A year-long exhibition consisting of twelve consecutive 
vitrine displays, each lasting one month, each changed at 
the beginning of the month.

Toine Horvers Sections of the Ear 2009, graphite on Japanese paper.
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The displays consist of a selection of items including 
stationery, street finds, the backs of things, altered books, 
coins, packaging, printed cardboard, metal objects, forms, 
measuring devices, games, labels, and other printed 
materials.

A boxed collection of twelve pamphlets has been produced 
in a signed and numbered edition of fifty, plus 10 artist’s 
proofs. See www.artmetropole.com for images of the 
monthly displays.

Micah Lexier is a Winnipeg-born, Toronto-based artist. He 
curates occasionally and collects often – generally items 
made of paper, including out-of-print conceptual art 
documents, printed cardboard boxes, and various items 
found on the street. He has a deep interest in measurement, 
numbers, and the kinds of casual marks we make in 
our day-to-day lives. Lexier has presented over 90 solo 
exhibitions, participated in over 150 group exhibitions and 
produced a dozen public commissions. Concurrent with his 
one-year project for Art Metropole, Lexier has produced a 
second one-year project for the BMO Project room, which 
can be viewed at www.iamthecoin.com. Micah Lexier is 
represented in Toronto by Birch Libralato, in Calgary by 
TrepanierBaer, and in Berlin by the Gitte Weise Galerie. 
A bit more information can be found at micahlexier.com.
Art Metropole
788 King Street West 2nd Floor, Toronto, Canada  M5V 1N6

Premiere of DOWN at metal, Liverpool
15th September - 23rd  October  2010
A newly commissioned installation by artist Nicola Dale and 
composer Ailis Ni Riain will be premiered at Metal as part 
of their Liverpool Biennial exhibition “Dream Machine”.

DOWN has involved the painstaking cutting up and crafting 
of 12,000 individual paper feathers carved from dis-used 
1970’s UK ordnance survey maps. The installation inside 
Metal’s Accumulator Tower is enhanced by Ailis ni Riain’s 
new electroacoustic musical score. 
Supported by Art Council England.
For further information, please visit Metal: 
www.metalculture.com/liverpool/dream-machine.html
Blog: http://downexhibition.tumblr.com/

MA2010 at University of Brighton Gallery
Saturday 11th September – Friday 17th September
MA2010 showcases diverse new work by students 
graduating from the MA courses in Sequential Design/ 
Illustration, and Art and Design by Independent Project at 
the University of Brighton. The exhibition includes film, 
illustrated books, narrative textiles, newspaper pages,
jewellery, graphic design, and typography.

Work featured in the exhibition, ranging from scientific and 
philosophical notions of human individuality to a series 
of cover designs for books that were never written about 
Brighton, demonstrates the variety of individual research. 
Other work examines anthropomorphism in children’s 
book narratives, the irrational fear of dirt, the role of 
plumage in communication and Unfortunate Little Animals 
Squashed into Curious Tales for Sinister Children.

Exhibitors: Margarida Botelho, Ryan Claydon, An Chen, 
Manuela Correa, Karen Cunningham, Susan D’souza, 
Sarah Dyer, Jo Harrison, Jaime Huxtable, Cath Laffan, 
Bistra Masseva, Katrina Mayo, Ben Mulkey, Helen Murphy, 
Catherine Page, Sophia Papacosta, Zoe Scammel, Sara 
Shabanazad, Maria Taari, Gregg John Virostek, Juliet 
Wallage, Lesley White, Fiona White.

University of Brighton Gallery
Grand Parade, Brighton BN2 0JY.
Gallery Hours: Monday – Saturday 10 - 5. Closed Sundays.

For information on participating artists contact the course 
leader, Margaret Huber, at m.huber@bton.ac.uk
Faculty of Arts: http://arts.brighton.ac.uk/study/media-arts
MA2010 website: www.ma2010.co.uk

Objects, multiples and other limited editions 
An exhibition by manya Donaque
10th September - 29th October 2010
A showcase exhibition at The Yorkshire Craft Centre, 
Bradford College, Carlton Street, Bradford, BD7 1AY, UK.
Monday - Friday 8.30 am - 4.30 pm
http://www.bradfordcollege.ac.uk/culture-and-arts

Peter Ford RE RWA
Upcoming exhibitions September - October 2010
8th to 13th September.  21st IAPMA Congress Wonju, 
South Korea (International Association of Papermakers and 
Artists)

5th September to 20th November. Imprint.  Grafiken Hus, 
Mariefred, nr. Stockholm, Sweden. Selection of international 
prizewinning works.

October to December.  VIII International Graphic 
Competition for Ex-libris,  Gliwice, Poland.  
A selection of recent bookplates.
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2nd and 3rd October. Off-Centre Gallery, Bristol - part 
of the art trail in Windmill Hill and Victoria Park, known 
as Art on the Hill. 12 noon to 6pm on the Saturday and 
Sunday.  In addition to Ford’s recent paperworks, Tina Hill 
and Philippa Lawrence are also exhibiting.

For further information contact Off-Centre Gallery, Bristol. 
t: 0117 987 2647 e: peteraford@tiscali.co.uk              
www.peterford.org.uk

Richard Price and Simon Lewandowski
HOTEL/MOTEL/MOTET
Project Space at Café 171, Jerwood Space
Until 20th September
HOTEL/MOTEL/MOTET is a work based on devices 
of storytelling and wordplay and was produced as a 
collaboration between visual artist Simon Lewandowski and 
poet Richard Price. 

The installation consists of a television, cantilevered off 
the wall. The animation on the screen resembles a sign 
for a seedy hotel which spins gently but as it turns, the 
letters mysteriously change, spelling out a series of cryptic 
messages which build a fractured, implied narrative. The 
structure of the sign restricts the words to a maximum 
of five letters or spaces. These short stanzas work 
independently of one another and are rotated at random 
over the exhibition period. 

The animation has been designed for a public space and 
to show its texts continuously, allowing a passing audience 
to give it as much or as little time as they choose, and 
rewarding prolonged attention with a constantly-shifting 
cycle of possible combinations. The piece is one of a series 
of experiments in the re-staging of narrative within a form 
that blends the visual, the verbal and the physical – poetry, 
animation and sculpture. 

Jerwood Space, 171 Union St, London, SE1 0LN. 
www.jerwoodspace.co.uk
Open: Monday – Friday 9am–5pm, Saturday 11am–3pm

More information about Hotel / Motel / Motet is at the 
following link, including one of the video sequences: 
www.simonlewandowski.co.uk/index.php?/new/
hotelmotelmotet/

The Estonian Association of Designer Bookbinders 
has arranged an International Exhibition of Arctic 
Bookbinding, Scripta Manent IV (writing remains) 
at the Estonian Museum of Applied Art and Design, 
17 Lai Street, 10133 Tallinn, Estonia. The Exhibition will 
open on the 28th of September 2010 and runs until 9th 
January 2011. The exhibition will be accompanied by a 
conference in the Estonian National Library 
(Tõnismägi 2, Tallinn) on September 28th at 10 am.
www.etdm.ee/en/info  www.scriptamanent.ee
For information in English, see: 
www.scriptamanent.ee/indexE.html
 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

An Inventory Of Al-Mutanabbi Street
A Call To Book Artists
 from Beau Beausoleil
On March 5th 2007, a car bomb was exploded on al-
Mutanabbi Street in Baghdad. Al-Mutanabbi Street is in a 
mixed Shia-Sunni area. More than 30 people were killed 
and more than 100 were wounded. Al-Mutanabbi Street, 
the historic center of Baghdad bookselling, holds bookstores 
and outdoor bookstalls, cafes, stationery shops, and even tea 
and tobacco shops. It has been the heart and soul of 
the Baghdad literary and intellectual community.
 
The Al-Mutanabbi Street Broadside Project has completed 
its call to letterpress printers after reaching a goal of 130 
broadsides from 130 individual printers.  Now the Al-
mutanabbi Street Coalition is issuing a call to book 
artists to work on a project to “re-assemble” some of the 
“inventory” of the reading material that was lost in the 
car bombing of al-mutanabbi Street.  We are asking book 
artists to join our project and further enhance the work of 
the Coalition by honoring al-Mutanabbi Street, by creating 
work that holds both “memory and future,” exactly what 
was lost that day. 
 
This project has brought me into contact with many book 
artists who responded to our call for broadsides by turning 
to a nearby letterpress to join our project. I have learned 
much about their thoughtfulness, dedication, patience, and 
the tenacity they bring to bear on any project they take on. 
The more I thought about it, the more I have felt that it is 
impossible to leave book artists out of this visceral response 
to the bombing of al-Mutanabbi street.
 
Book artists represent what is intangible between the pages 
of any book they create, the interior space that they enter, 
and from which they slowly fashion a book brings to the 
visible world the myriad emotions of any text, be it their 
own, or someone else’s.
 
The coalition asks each Book Artist who joins the project 
to complete three books (or other paper material) in the 
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course of a year, books that reflect both the strength and 
fragility of books, but also show the endurance of the ideas 
within them. We seek constructions of all the various vessels 
of the printed word, ones that pay homage to the truth that 
can rest between any two covers. We are looking for work 
that reflects both the targeted attack on this “street of the 
booksellers” as well as the ultimate futility of those who try 
to erase thought.
 
As in our broadside project, we will be donating one 
complete set of 130 responses to this call to the Iraq 
National Library in Baghdad. The other two sets will be 
used in conjunction with shows of the broadsides as well 
as in shows of their own. Each book artist will have one 
year from the date they join the project to complete their 
three books. The books need not be the same, but can 
be concurrent reflections of their own thinking on this 
bombing., including a representation of  what books mean, 
and have always meant, to any people.
 
The inventory of al-Mutanabbi Street was as diverse as 
the Iraqi population, including literature of both Iraq and 
the Middle East, history, political theory, popular novels, 
scholarly works, religious tracts, technical books, poetry, 
mysteries; even stationery and blank school notebooks 
could be purchased on this street, as well as children’s 
books, comics, and magazines.  Arabic was of course the 
predominate language but books in Farsi, French, German, 
and English were also represented.  Because books have 
their own journeys, ones quite unknown to us, I imagine 
there were a few books in Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Dutch, 
or Italian, as well as classic Greek and Latin, Hindi, or 
even Russian. Your own text for this project can reflect the 
multiplicity of this linguistic crossroads. .
 
This project is both a lament and a commemoration of the 
singular power of words. We ask that the work move within 
these parameters. We hope the books created will use al-
Mutanabbi and its printers, writers, booksellers, and readers, 
as a touchstone. We hope that these books will make visible 
the literary bridge that connects us, made of words and 
images that move back and forth between the readers in 
Iraq and ourselves. These books will show the commonality 
of al-Mutanabbi Street with any street, anywhere, that holds 
a bookstore or cultural institution.
 
And that this attack (part of a long history of attacking the 
printed word) was an attack on us all.
 
The Al-Mutanabbi Street Coalition is not an anti-war 
project, nor is it a healing project. The coalition feels that 
until we truly see what happened on this one winding street 
of booksellers and readers, on this one day in Baghdad, until 
we understand all the implications of an attack on the printed 
word and its writers, printers, booksellers and readers, until 
we see that this is our street, until then, we cannot truly move 
forward.
 

Understanding this one day may also help us understand our 
own role in helping to create the still open wounds that exist 
on the cultural and literal body of Iraq.
 
The Book Artist, Sarah Bodman, has agreed to work on this 
project as co-curator with me. Here are some details:
 
“An inventory of al-mutanabbi street” call for artists’ 
books contributions

Please could you produce your book in an edition of 3, 
by any means: hand printed, digital, POD etc. Do feel free 
to make as many more of the edition as you want to use/
sell however you want, we are asking for three copies in 
total to be donated to the project. Any kind of format that 
would normally be found on a street of booksellers, this is 
a broad call for any kind of paper-based artist’s bookwork 
for example: Pamphlet books, Zines, Newspapers, Miniature 
books, Paperback, hardback, etc. Folded and sewn or stapled 
sheets, Altered books, if artists want to make these, they can 
be 3 different versions or an edition of 3. Please makes sure 
they are robust, not too heavy, and able to close for packing/
transport (so that they are no bigger than the size of an 
average hardback novel when shut).

Please remember that the books will tour for a while, with 
national and international exhibitions and a complete set 
will be sent to the Iraq National Library, so please keep them 
as light as possible to help save postage costs. If you produce 
any large newspaper-type bookwork, please allow for it to 
be rolled for transit.

Also please do not include anything in the books that 
could hold up their transit through customs such as metal, 
currency, food, dried plants, dead insects etc. (this may 
sound strange but has happened with touring book shows 
before). If you’re not sure please ask!
  
This call to Book Artists commences on Sept 1st, 2010 and 
runs through Sept 1st, 2011. 

Book Artists will have one year from the date they respond 
to this call to complete their work.  
 

An Inventory Of Al-Mutanabbi Street

Beau Beausoleil - Curator (North and South America, 
Canada, The Middle East)
overlandbooks@earthlink.net

Sarah Bodman - Curator (Europe, The Middle East, Asia)
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk 
 
Contact either one of us from any other Book Artist 
worktable around the globe!!
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“…for peace comes dropping slow…”

Lisa Vandegrift Davala is launching a land book / light 
installation in which approximately 100 participants write 
across the landscape of Sligo in light.

 
The words “…for peace comes dropping slow…” are written 
across County Sligo in light. These words, from Yeat’s 
“The Lake Isle of Innisfree” begin formation at an ancient 
settlement site against a soft hill at dawn. The light writers 
chase, play and, in a variety of iterations write “for peace” 
as they climb higher towards the brightening dawn. As they 
leave the site, all that is visible is the trail of wafting light 
against the brightening megalithic site.

This line of poetry then continues at the foot of 
Knocknarae, along the sandbars of Culleenamore Strand on 
which the words “comes dropping” are written in layers of 
sand water and light in the light of day. Using a variety of 
exposures and speeds allows us to mold and shape in layered 
space and time. 

These words are then connected – through aerial filming- to 
the final site at Parke’s Castle on Lough Gill, overlooking 
the Lake Isle of Innisfree, at sunset. At this location we are 
joined by a crowd of people from all over Ireland including 
members of Peace III from Northern Ireland. This crowd 
forms the votive setting against which the word “slow” 
is written, followed by and aeriel view of Innisfree and 
Benbulben and Knocknarae.

This film was made through support of the following: 
The Yeatsian Legacy Project, delivered by Sligo Arts 
Service and its partners and co-supporters: PEACE III 
Programme managed for the Special EU Programmes 
Body by Sligo County Council on behalf of Sligo Peace and 
Reconciliation Partnership Committee and the Department 
of Environment, Heritage and Local Government Per Cent 
For Art Scheme.  

The work will be screened at the model and Niland 
Gallery on September 11, 2010, followed by the Strule Arts 
Centre in Omagh, Northern Ireland. The film will also 
be shown throughout Culture Night Ireland on the 24th 

of September and have a special screening in October-
November, in Sligo. The work is also going to be available 
for exhibition and will be entered into CDAN Landscape 
Moments 2010 in Spain in September. 
For more information see: www.lvandegriftdavala.com
 

From Jurgen Wegner: Some news about the latest project 
at the University of Otago’s bibliographical Press, the 
Otakou Press. From Donald Kerr: The 2010 Printer 
in Residence programme at the University of Otago 
Library has started. Caren Florance, owner operator of 
Ampersand Duck, Canberra, started yesterday printing 
largish typographic multi-coloured poster poems. She 
will be using all our presses - our Columbian ‘Eagle’ Press, 
the Albion, and the Vandercook Proofing Press. The poets 
involved (each submitting one poem each) are Australians 
Les Murray, Sarah Holland-Batt, Robert Adamson, and 
Stephen Edgar; NZ poets: Michael Harlow, Sue Wootton, 
and Vincent O’Sullivan.
 
The poems (titled PRIME) will be in housed in a folder and 
limited to 100 copies only. 90 will be for sale. The imprint is 
Otakou Press, formerly the Bibliography Room Press.  
For further details on this exciting venture, please contact 
Donald.kerr@otago.ac.nz 

Folding designs 2010
In 2009, Helene Jouper founded her own workshop and 
this year begins the manufacturing and retailing of her own 
designs. As well as producing standard bookbindery items, 
Helene is introducing her own line of innovative multi-
functional folders and card cases, entitled “Folding designs 
2010”.  Bespoke works can be made. For information and 
products see: www.helenejouper.se

COURSES, LECTURES, CONFERENCES & WORKSHOPS

Artist Book Strategies: Exploring Music and Musical Scores 
with Barbara Tetenbaum, CBA, NY
Friday - Sunday, November 19 - 21, 2010
Every year the Center for Book Arts invites an artist/ 
instructor from outside of New York to teach a master class 
and to give a formal lecture in New York City.  The Sally R. 
Bishop Master Faculty Fellow for 2010 is Barbara Tetenbaum. 

Music and the visual arts have long found inspiration in 
each other, not only in the actual experience of the art 
but in analyzing the notation and systems of organization 
that each embrace. As a medium grounded in time and 
sequence, the artist book can make particular use of music 
and music scores for exploring sequential mark-making, 
dynamic story line, hierarchies of information, experimental 
page layouts and integrated book structures.

Documentary still by photographer Darren Carr
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Tunnel Books 
Saturday night workshop - 18th September
Paper Marbling - One day workshop
Sunday 19th September
Boxes, folios and slicases 
Saturday Night workshop - Saturday 2nd October
Jacob’s Ladder 
Saturday night workshop - 30th October
Miniature Books
Saturday Night workshop - Saturday 6th November
 
Workshops with Tom mcEwan -
Edge Decoration
One day workshop - Sunday 3rd October
Inlays and Onlays 
Weekend workshop - Sat & Sunday 16th & 17th October
Paste paper Books
Weekend workshop - Sat & Sunday 20th & 21st October
Headbands
One day workshop - Sunday 7th November
 
For more information please visit our website 
www.owlandliongallery.com
Book online: www.owlandlion.bigcartel.com 
or phone: +44(0)131 220 0900. For further details please 
email:  info@owlandliongallery.com
Owl & Lion Gallery / Boutique
15 Grassmarket, Edinburgh EH1 2HS, UK

The Designer Bookbinders’ new lecture series opens on 
Tuesday 5th October at 6.30pm with talks by: Annette 
Friedrich and Derek Hood. 

A full programme on Saturday 30th October from 10.30 
includes talks by: Gerald Fleuss, Lester Capon, Angela 
James & James Brockman, and Sue Doggett.
All talks take place at The Art Workers Guild, 6 Queen 
Square, London WC1. Nearest underground stations: 
Holborn and Russell Square.
Admission: DB members £5, non-members £7, students 
£2.50 per lecture.
Four Saturday lectures: DB members £18, non-members 
£26 and students £9.

Further details from Julia Dummett and Rachel Ward-Sale: 
01273 486 718 / lectures@designerbookbinders.org.uk

Printopolis 
Printopolis is a 4-day symposium with an international 
focus on contemporary printmaking being presented by 
Open Studio and held in Toronto, Canada, October 21 - 24, 
2010. Printopolis will feature issue-based panel discussions/
presentations, artist talks and printmaking demonstrations. 
This citywide event will feature exhibitions highlighting 
contemporary print media works on display throughout 
Toronto. www.openstudio.on.ca/printopolis.html

The participants in this master class will work with a 
self-selected piece of music and create a series of books in 
response to guided exercises and examples. Students will 
work within the mediums that they are most comfortable 
with, including but not limited to drawing, painting, 
pochoir (hand stenciling), hand stamping, letterpress and 
other printmaking techniques that are available at the 
Center. Technical demonstrations in image-making and 
bookbinding will be given as needed. Examples of artist 
books, visual scores and other artwork supplement the 
course. Students will come away with an understanding 
of the vocabulary of music and how it can serve their 
bookmaking practice, information on refining various hand 
skills, and 1-3 finished books. 
Prerequisites: Participants should have prior experience 
in the book arts, preferably have confidence in their hand 
skills and image-making to be able to work somewhat 
independently during the class. Application only, please 
contact the Center to register.

November 19 - 21, Friday -Sunday, 10am - 4pm, $525 (500 
members). To register for this class online, visit 
http://www.centerforbookarts.org
If you’d rather register by phone, please call (212) 481-0295. 

Barbara Tetenbaum has been printing artist books under 
the imprint, Triangular Press, since 1979. She is currently 
Professor and Department Head of Book Arts at Oregon 
College of Art & Craft in Portland, OR. She is the recipient 
of two Fulbright awards to teach in Leipzig, Germany and 
in Usti nad Labem in the Czech Republic, and has received 
other awards of support for her artwork and research. Her 
books are held in public collections in the U.S., Canada, 
England, France, Germany and the Netherlands.

Bookbinding workshops at the Owl & Lion Gallery
A schedule of workshops in bookbinding, including evening 
courses and full day workshops are taught at Owl & Lion 
Gallery by resident Master Bookbinder Isabelle Ting. 
Starting in September, we will be offering classes 6 days a 
week. There will also be some special techniques workshops 
with Master Bookbinder Tom McEwan.
 
Weekly classes -
Repairs and Conservation
Monday 6.30pm - 8.30pm, 20th September - 15 November
Decorative and Exposed spine - General Bookbinding 
Tuesday 6.30pm - 8.30pm, 21st September - 16th November
The City and the Book - Creative Bookbinding 
Weds 6.30pm - 8.30pm, 22nd September – 17th November
Working with Leather I - Traditional Bookbinding 
Thurs 6.30pm - 8.30pm, 23rd September – 18th November

Evening and full day workshops -
Coptic Sewing with wood covers
Saturday night bookbinding - 4th September



Autumn Bookmaking Workshops at 36 Lime Street 
with Theresa Easton, 19th & 26th October 
Working in a professional artist’s studio in the heart of 
Newcastle’s cultural quarter, participants will be able to 
create their own original designs into a series of hand 
printed books. Tuesday 6 - 8.30pm, 19th & 26th October
£60, 8 places available.

For further information about a course, booking and local 
transport and accommodation details. 
To book:  Payment must be made in advance
Telephone: Theresa Easton 07981381830 
Email: theresa_easton@yahoo.co.uk 
Web: www.axisweb.org/artist/theresamariaeaston
36 Lime Street
Ouseburn Valley, Newcastle-upon-Tyne NE12PQ

The minnesota Center for Book Arts Fall 2010 (September 
through December) workshop schedule is live online, and 
workshop registration is open! 
Check out our incredible season of offerings from popular 
introductory topics to advanced sessions, Open Studios to 
intensive explorations on specific disciplines or structures. 
Plus, in addition to our extraordinary faculty of local artists, 
this Fall offers an amazing selection of visiting artists from 
all over the country.

Adult Workshops
Family Workshops and Workshops for Youth
Preschool Book Arts Series
Free Book Arts Roundtables and Special Events

Fill up your calendar now before holiday madness sets in!
Minnesota Center for Book Arts is located in the Open 
Book building at 1011 Washington Ave. South, Minneapolis, 
USA.  For more information visit www.mnbookarts.org

Autumn courses at the San Francisco Center for the Book 
include: Letterpress, Bookbinding, Altered Books, Printing 
on a Tabletop Platen Press, Wood Type Posters and many 
more. To view the calendar of classes or register online, visit: 
http://sfcb.org/workshops/register

ARTISTS’ BOOKS FAIRS & EVENTS

The London Art Book Fair 2010 will take place at the 
Whitechapel Gallery from 24th - 26th September 2010. 
The London Art Book Fair is an annual event devoted to 
international art publishing.  Hosted by the Whitechapel 
Gallery in association with Marcus Campbell Art Books, 
The London Art Book Fair presents the work of individual 
artist publishers, galleries, magazines, colleges, arts 
publishing houses, rare book dealers and distributors 
alongside a wider associated programme of talks and events. 
Whitechapel Gallery, 77-82 Whitechapel High Street, 
London E1 7QX.
www.whitechapelgallery.org

By Leaves We Live: Artists’ Books Fair
Saturday 25th September 2010, 11-6pm 
Scottish Poetry Library, 5 Crichton’s Close, Canongate, 
Edinburgh, UK
Stalls, displays, talks, workshops
With SMALL: an exhibition of tiny artists’ books
All welcome, free
More details at www.spl.org.uk or contact  
julie.johnstone@spl.org.uk

Liverpool Artists’ Book Fair 2010 
The third Liverpool Artists’ Book Fair will be held on 
Saturday 2nd October 2010 at A Foundation Liverpool.
This year the fair will take place during the Liverpool 
Biennial and will feature alongside three exhibitions at 
A Foundation Liverpool.  Visitors will be able to buy 
unique and limited editions and also participate in talks, 
performances and networking opportunities.
For more information about the event contact: Clare 
Warren on 0151 706 0600 / info@afoundation.org.uk
A Foundation Liverpool
67 Greenland Street, Liverpool  L1 0BY
www.afoundation.org.uk

Ffotogallery’s biannual Book Arts Fayre takes over Turner 
House on Saturday 9th October 2010 from 11am-4.30pm. 
The Book Arts Fayre celebrates the ‘artist’s book’ in all its 
forms, from hand printed zines to hardback monographs. 
It gives everyone from artists to students, graduates and 
families the chance to explore and engage in self-publishing 
and a wealth of contemporary book arts and print practice 
from Wales and beyond. 

More information about Ffotogallery’s Book Arts Fayres can 
be found on www.ffotogallery.org/talks-and-events.php/ 
and for pictures of previous BAFs see Ffotogallery’s Flickr 
page: www.flickr.com/photos/ffotogallery/ 
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BOOK ARTS JAM Saturday October 16th, 10 am -4 pm
Foothill College, Los Altos Hills
Don’t miss the 9th annual Book Arts Jam!  The Jam is a 
one-day, regional celebration of the book arts, print arts, 
and paper arts. It is co-sponsored by the Bay Area Book 
Artists (BABA) and Foothill College.  This year’s Jam will 
include a hall with tables by over 50 individual exhibitiors, 
an exhibition of books by BABA members, and artists’ talks.  
For more information, go to www.bookartsjam.org or 
www.bayareabookartists.org

THE BOOK (R)EVOLUTION
11th Biennial Pyramid Atlantic Book Arts Fair and 
Conference, November 5-7, 2010
Silver Spring, mD (Washington DC Metro Area)
Speakers:
Peter Bushell, Associate Professor of Graphic Design, School 
of Art, Illinois State University
Deborah Cornell, Chair of Printmaking, School of Visual 
Arts, Boston University
Steven Daiber, Proprietor of Red Trillium Press
Harry Lee Poe, Charles Colson Professor of Faith and 
Culture, Union University & President of the Board of 
Directors, Edgar Allan Poe Museum
Tony White, Head of the Fine Arts Library, Indiana 
University Bloomington  & Field Editor for Artist’s Books 
and Books for Artists, CAA. Reviews
Guild of Book Workers, Potomac Chapter

Films:
Between the Folds
Proceed and Be Bold!
Typeface
Who Does She Think She Is?

Other events include demonstrations, specialty marketplace, 
and curated exhibition. Event Hours:
Friday, November 5: 7-9pm Preview Party
Saturday, November 6: 10am-6pm
Sunday, November 7: 11am-5pm

More details on the Book Arts Fair website and blog 
http://www.pyramidatlanticbookartsfair.org
http://pyramidatlanticbookartsfair.blogspot.com

OPPORTUNITIES

Liverpool Artists’ Book Fair 2010 
The third Liverpool Artists’ Book Fair will be held on 
Saturday 2nd October 2010 at A Foundation Liverpool.
This year the fair will take place during the Liverpool 
Biennial and will feature alongside three exhibitions at 
A Foundation Liverpool. The fair will be a vibrant platform 

for stall-holders to present an extraordinary array of artists’ 
books, zines and other paper-based works.  Visitors will be 
able to buy unique and limited editions and also participate 
in talks, performances and networking opportunities.

For more information about the event contact: Clare 
Warren on 0151 706 0600 / info@afoundation.org.uk
A Foundation Liverpool
67 Greenland Street, Liverpool  L1 0BY
www.afoundation.org.uk

BABE: Bristol Artist’s Book Event at Arnolfini
Saturday 30th April and Sunday 1st may 2011
11am - 6pm Saturday and 11am – 5pm Sunday  
Arnolfini, in collaboration with The Centre for Fine Print 
Research at the University of the West of England, Bristol, 
is pleased to announce the third Bristol Artist’s Book Event 
at Arnolfini. 

This will take place on Saturday 30th April and Sunday 1st 
May 2011 with stands over the galleries and auditorium 
space of Arnolfini. The booking fee of 90.00 per stand 
for the weekend is for a table (180 cm, +2 chairs), we also 
have 8 slightly smaller tables (160 cm, + 2 chairs) at 75.00. 
Arnolfini and the CFPR will publicise the event nationally 
and locally. 

Arnolfini is one of Europe’s leading centres for the 
contemporary arts, has one of the best arts bookshops in 
the country and a stylish, lively café bar. This is a great 
opportunity to show work to a new audience and meet with 
other artists and publishers. 

As we have a limited number of stands, early booking is 
advised!  For a booking from email: 
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk  

AMBLE - Invite you to travel Britain*
SNAP, CRACKLE, POP UP LIBRARY
Out of a suitcase in a town, city or seaside resort near you 
pops up a mobile library celebrating artists’ books.
 
Amble are building a spectacular collection of artists’ books, 
zines and small press publications to tour across the land 
and showcase to new audiences. This mobile library will 
appear at several planned and a few impromptu venues, 
providing a comfortable environment to allow visitors the 
chance to peruse and immerse themselves in the joys of the 
artist’s book. 

*Via your own artists’ books, zines and publications.
 
To submit your work to the Amble library collection and 
find out more contact amblingbooks@gmail.com
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ARTIST IN RESIDENCE SCHEME at Buckinghamshire 
County Museum
Applications are invited for the 8th Muir Trust Residency in 
association with Buckinghamshire County Museum, to be 
based at the Museum 6th June – 2nd July 2011.
For this residency, we are looking for an artist using the 
book form as a work of art in itself who is able to respond 
to the Residency environment and draw inspiration from 
the Museum collections and/or a loan exhibition of oil 
paintings from the County, recently revealed by the Public 
Catalogue Foundation. All applicants must have a developed 
personal vision and at least 15 years’ experience.  He or she 
must be a good communicator and able to engage with 
museum visitors of all ages.  

An award of £3,000 (which includes an element for 
materials) will be paid and a selling exhibition of the work 
produced will follow the residency (2 - 31 July 2011). 
Closing date for completed applications: 1 October 2010. 
Interview date is 19 November 2010.

For further information and an application form please 
write, enclosing an A4 SAE to: Melanie Czapski, Keeper of 
Art, The Muir Trust Residency Application
Buckinghamshire County Museum
Church Street, Aylesbury, Bucks HP20 2QP
(or email mczapski@buckscc.gov.uk or ring 01296 624 519)

Call for Entries - 6th International Artist’s Book Triennial 
Vilnius 2012. Theme: “Love”
Deadline: 15th of November 2011
http://projects.arts.lt/
Curator: Kestutis Vasiliunas,
Email: Kestutis@Vasiliunas.arts.lt

From Andrew Eason:
http://arthousecoop.com/projects/sketchbookproject
It’s like a concert tour but with sketchbooks. Thousands of 
sketchbooks will be exhibited at galleries and museums as 
they make their way on tour across the USA. After the tour, 
all sketchbooks will enter into the permanent collection of 
The Brooklyn Art Library, where they will be barcoded and 
available for the public to view. Anyone - from anywhere in 
the world - can be a part of the project. To participate and 
have us send you a sketchbook that will go on tour ($25 
to participate) visit: http://arthousecoop.com/projects/
sketchbookproject

Launch of new ReSite - 
Manual of Scores, Manifestos and Radical Actions
ReSite magazine, published by Field Study, will be 
re-launched with a new format and philosophy of intent. 
ReSite will no longer be a loose-leaf publication, but instead 
will take the form of a wire bound manual. ReSite will 
remain an assembling publication where all pages are to be 

conceived as having an element of audience participation 
or interaction. Works can take the form of scores, 
instructions or interventions, to be realised by the reader.

ReSite is part of the tradition of Fluxus editions where 
anyone can perform a Fluxus action or score. In addition 
to the concept brief, future participants should think about 
their works in a more critical way and tap into the rich 
tradition of the avant-grade. ReSite will become a manual 
reflecting the diversity of current alternative practice. 
Hopefully this will encourage writers and musicians to 
produce visual scores as well as continuing contributions by 
conceptual artists. Here is a random list of influences that 
might inspire you:

Cornelius Cardew’s Scratch Music, Surrealist Manifesto by 
Andre Breton, Art-Language, An Anthology edited by La 
Monte Young and Jackson Mac Low, Fluxus Kits, Notations 
by John Cage, Grapefruit by Yoko Ono, Neoist Manifestos, 
Whole Earth Catalogue, Little Red School Book, Potlatch, 
Situationist Times, Pataphysics, Oulipo, Auto- Destructive 
Art Manifesto by Gustav Metzger, S.C.U.M. Manifesto by 
Valerie Solanas, Class War, The Book Of The Law by Aleister 
Crowley, Anathema of Zos by Austin Osman Spare, writings 
of Antonin Artaud

Send 40 copies size 21cm x14.8cm (A5). Please leave 2cm on 
the left hand side for binding. Works can be double sided 
and can be more than one page. Copies should be flat and 
landscape format. Pages will be wirebound. ReSite is an on 
going project, issue made every 20 participants. Copy sent 
to all. Send to: Field Study, P0 Box 1838 Geelong, VIC 3220 
Australia

Please note: Apart from Field Study Publications sent as 
gifts/exchange - spare copies are also sold to institutions and 
artist’s book collectors. Field Study is a non-profit project 
and all monies raised are ploughed back into the Field for 
future projects. http://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com

Acquisitive Artists’ Book Award 2011
Southern Cross University Artists’ Book Award is an 
international prize initiated by the Southern Cross 
University Library and next Art Gallery and in 2005. Now in 
its sixth year, this biennial prize contributes to the growth of 
artists’ books practice in Australia through the acquisition 
of works by national and international artists. The award 
provides Southern Cross University with the opportunity to 
continue to develop a collection of national significance.
Entries are invited for the 2011 award. The exhibition will 
be accompanied by a catalogue of selected works.

Works to the value of $5000 will be selected at their 
catalogue price for inclusion in the Southern Cross 
University Artists’ Book Collection. Acquisitions will be 
announced at the opening of the exhibition on Friday 25th 
February 2011. Entries to arrive by 6 December 2010.
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Successful entries will be notified by 3 January 2011
Selected work to arrive by 4 February 2011
Opening and announcement of acquisitions 6pm Friday 
February 25th. All entrants must complete the Entry 
Form. Entry is free for SCU students. All other entrants 
must include a nonrefundable entry fee of AUS $25.00 
(inc. GST). All entry payments (cheques/money orders) 
should be made payable to Southern Cross University. This 
administration fee is nonrefundable. Receipts will be posted 
if a stamped, self-addressed envelope is included with the 
entry form.

All entrants must enclose a CD containing up to 5 digital 
images of the entered work, a CV and short artists 
statement (max 50 words). Digital images should be 
saved as 300dpi jpeg files. Each jpeg should be saved with 
the artist’s name and title of the work. CV and artists’ 
statements should be saved as word documents. 
Entries (entry form, CD & entry fee) should be posted 
to: The Coordinator, SCU next Art Gallery, P.O. Box 157, 
Lismore, NSW 2480 Australia. Entries must arrive by 
December 6 2010. Late entries WILL NOT be accepted.

From Robert Heather: Call for entries  
Books … beyond words evolution
East Gippsland Art Gallery, Bairnsdale, is looking for entries  
‘which explore the idea of books evolving beyond their 
conventional physical and conceptual boundaries’  for the 
second artist book award to be held in August 2011.
Major Award $5,000  Innovation Award $1,000
People’s Choice Award $500
Visit www.eastgippslandartgallery.org.au
for all the details and entry form for the 2011 awards and 
also have a look at the extremely successful 2009 exhibition. 
Entry Fee A$25. Entries Open: 28th February 2011 
Entries Close: 5th April 2011

From Stefan Bartkowiak: One page of a blue book (above) 
created by Stefan Bartkowiak for Jim Lorenas’ project 
“ellibroysuslecturas.azul” running in Seville, where artists 
are invited to make virtual books on the theme of blue/azul. 

See more about it at http://librodeartista.ning.com/events/
dasbuchundseinelektuereblau-1 or http://librodeartista.
ning.com/group/ellibroususlecturaspuntoazul

INTERNET NEWS

Louise Thompson is participating as a book artist and 
photographer along with a poet, in this year’s Metonymy 
2010 a collaborative exhibition project where writers and 
artists are paired in a 2 month blind-date to create a unique 
and innovative work of art. It is now in its third year, 
and involves 110 artists New Zealand wide. This involves 
55 collaborative projects from both a visual and literary 
perspective. Artists are thrown together in a way that is 
challenging and must create a piece of work together.

Resulting works are exhibited at the Corban Estate Art 
Centre from 2nd September to 16th October, and are also 
available for sale. See more at: 
http://www.metonymy.weebly.com 

The Understanding Campaign wants everyone in the 
world to read just one word of Arabic. Through true 
understanding we can break down stereotypes and taboos 
– our mission is to begin with a single word. By joining 
the campaign you are saying you support empathy and 
understanding over conflict.  Other than “spreading the 
word” Fihm (understanding), we’re working on a big 
project where publishers and small presses can donate 
books to AlMustansrieh University or Baghdad University.  
Big things are happening and we’d love to get everyone 
involved. They launch a website and Kickstarter.com page 
in September.  http://www.understandingcampaign.org

Sarah Jacobs writes:  APOLOGY TYPOLOGY records a 
visit Sarah Jacobs made to her ebook Deciphering Human 
Chromosome 16: We Report Here. The original Report 
contained links to over 25o websites collected in the 
months following publication in the journal Nature of 
“The sequence and analysis of duplication-rich human 
chromosome 16” (Vol. 432. December 2004).
However over the years many of the websites have changed, 
migrated or are no longer available, leaving in their place 
only a nonchalant expression of regret: an internet refrain.
An interactive version of this project can be seen at:
http://verysmallkitchen.com/2010/07/25/vsk-project-sarah-
jacobs-apology-typology-an-internet-refrain/

Annette C. Disslin’s website has been newly updated in 
English and German with lots of information on book arts 
and printing, and redesigned pages on Metal Type and new 
information on Type Designers. 
www.bleikloetzle-goes-british.de (English) and 
www.bleikloetzle.de (German)

From Kevin Boniface: I’ve started a blog - It’s called The 
Most Difficult Thing Ever - I once overheard someone say 
that smoking in the shower is the most difficult thing ever 
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and so I thought “that would be a nice title.” It’s not a ranty 
blog about politics or one with photos of cupcakes on it, 
it’s going to be about being a postman in Huddersfield 
(for a change) It will follow on from previous book based 
publications of my diary Where Are You? and Lost in the 
Post and will incorporate video and cover many of my 
interests, for example: 

Wobbly, Rapidly Ageing New-Romantic Man, Vicks 
Sinex, ride-on-lawnmowers, the power of song, hi-viz 
vests, extensions weaves & wigs, liaising with Margaret, 
dieting questions, normal folk, magnificent leopards, 
vertical tanning, litre bottles of whisky, flapjack, the 
manifestation of Christ in a knot in a wooden door, night 
shifts, Big Money Give Aways, making your own Paneer, 
rabbit stew, compensation, The Congo, letters to God, 
special introductory prices, chips and curry sauce, Sarah 
Lancashire’s life away from the screen, No More Nails, 
Bloody Hell Fire, moles, radio-controlled golf bags, bird 
muck, Jonathan from Esprit People, Work Time Learning...

http://themostdifficultthingever.blogspot.com

Scenes from a village 18, Wild flowers and fallow fields 
(HD) by Andrew Norris
As one walks through the meadows around our village 
it is easy to be overwhelmed by the sheer variety of wild 
flowers that are flourishing here. This can, to a large degree, 
be attributed to the decline in agriculture that has enabled 
many of the fields to revert to their fallow state.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R1RPC0vgOcE

You can read an interview by Creative Boom in Edinburgh 
with Lucy Roscoe of The Book Tree Press 
(www.thebooktreepress.co.uk) at:
http://www.creativeboom.co.uk/edinburgh/2010/08/16/
interview-with-illustrator-lucy-roscoe-of-the-book-tree-
press/ 

Soraya Smithson has a new website with a gallery of works 
including her Scrapbook Diaries: www.sorayasmithson.com

Jackie Batey has a new blog that has general updates about 
books and exhibitions here: http://dampflat.blogspot.com

NEW  ARTISTS’  PUBLICATIONS

New artists’ publications by Joachim Schmid 

But Is It Art?
The Internet is flooded with billions of photographs, many 
of which are hosted on photo sharing sites like Flickr. 
With millions more added every day, we often wonder why 
people decide to take these pictures, why they save them, 
why they put them on public display. Studying the captions 
and descriptions of these photographs we see a variety of 
reasons for their existence. “But is it Art?” is a new addition 
to my series of black books exploring the realm of online 
photo hosting sites.  
21 × 13 cm, 120 pages, softcover 12 Euros.

Lost Memories
In the age of digital photography, taking snapshots has 
become a reliably constant background sound of everyday 
life, in fact everywhere we turn there is somebody taking 
photographs. It has got to the point that we can’t imagine 
life without the possibility of a camera recording it. Losing 
a camera, and indeed these visual recordings of everyday 
activities is, for most people, an awfully emotional scenario 
to find oneself in. And it happens more often than we may 
think. Perhaps unsurprisingly a number of websites have 
been created as an antidote for this. Their purpose? To 
reunite people with their lost cameras and in turn, their lost 
photographs.  21 × 13 cm, 80 pages, softcover 9 Euros.

Other People’s Photographs 
There are also some new books in this series: Airline Meals, 
Commodities, Faces in Holes, Fish, Gender, Interaction, 
More Things, Mugshots, News, Pictures, Postcards, Purple, 
Pyramids, Space-Time, and The Other Picture. 
18 x 18 cm, 36 pages, hardcover, 36 Euros each (numbered 
and signed) 

All available from: http://schmid.wordpress.com 

A new artist’s book by Antic-Ham
Who are you?

“who are you?”,  collages with images from magazines from 
the 50s.  2010, 20 pages, 169 copies, 15 x 10.5 cm, 
17.000 won (15euro / 20$ / 13 UK pds) 
Colours, photographs, typography and people from the 50s.
You can order by email or with paypal on my website:
www.anticham.com
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Jackie Batey’s Future Fantasteek! Issue 9 is now ready 
…Deepwater Horizon Issue

What’s happened recently then?…The Damp Research team 
have studiously tackled the issues that we all think about 
- such as do you waste more time on Facebook or Twitter, 
and what’s the point of it all when your closest friends are 
only ‘virtual’ and can’t even buy you a beer and crisps? 

So, it seems the world is REALLY going-down-the-pan as 
we speak, but at least your hair will look pretty and the 
Botox will smooth over your anxious brow as you glance 
with alarm into oblivion. Time for a cuppa-T love?

Softback Zine printed in colour on cream, yellow and white 
tinted papers, staple bound. A5 size containing 16 printed 
pages. Red translucent cover with small gold ‘get-out-of-
jail-free card insert. Issue Nine: Brighton 2010, edition 
size of fifty. Available from: http://www.dampflat.com/
DAMPFLAT/books/zines/future9/index.htm

A new magnificent hand printed book, produced by 
Redfoxpress this summer in an edition of 50 copies is 
offered on subscription until end September for only 195 
Euros. HAEUSLICHES BEISAMMENSEIN

Poems and 13 
screenprints by 
the Swiss artist 
FRITZ SAUTER. 
This book was 
produced while 
the artist was 
in residence in 
the studios at 
Redfoxpress for 2 
weeks in August 
2010. 20 x 30 cm, 
40 pages, hand 
pulled screen 
printing, Arches 
Vellum 250 gsm, 
acrylic slipcase, 
50 signed and 
numbered copies. 
Subscription offer 

until September 30th of195 euros / 290 US$ / 160 UK pds
Price after 30th Sept: 245 Euros / 356 $ / 200 UK pds
More information can be found and you can order online 
at http://www.redfoxpress.com/books.fritz.html

Black Dogs Audio Almanac
The Audio Almanac is a compilation of songs, music, 
recordings, collages and aural oddities produced by 
individuals with varying degrees of affinity with the epithet 
‘artist,’ compiled and produced by Leeds-based artist 
collective Black Dogs.

Whilst not every contributor can be said to be wholly 
comfortable with their individual works framing as a piece 
of art, Black Dogs are keen to point out that the enjoyment 
and attention spent in the close-listening to and immersion 
in this product could be considered an artistic act. Whereas 
in the past they have described the books produced by the 
collective as an exhibition between covers, in this instance 
you are invited to imagine the record as an exhibition on a 
turntable.

The Audio Almanac is released in a limited edition of 300 
copies on white vinyl with 32-page 12” booklet and free 
CD version. Released June 18th, 2010. If you wish to own 
a copy of the Audio Almanac you can purchase one from 
us for £18 (postage in UK included). Please send an email 
to blackdogsleeds@yahoo.com with ‘Audio Almanac’ in the 
heading and we’ll be in touch. http://black-dogs.org

A new edition from Boabooks
“The old man” is an art book made by Swiss artist Laurent 
Kropf and published by Boabooks in Geneva.
Laurent Kropf ’s interest for authority through people’s 
small lives - referring to Pierre Michon’s book “Small Lives” 
- lead him to publish his collection of group photographs, 
on which he isolates the patriarchal figure by hiding the 
rest of the group with a geometrical solid. This quite 
iconoclastic approach links his work to sociology, neo-
geometrical painting and photography, and constructs 
History through the very eye of the leader, left alone in a 
landscape that went blank. 

Three texts by Swiss and French authors expand upon 
the reflection initiated by the artist’s work. Edited by and 
available from Boabooks:  www.boabooks.com
Design by Izet Sheshivari: www.izet.ch
ISBN 978-2-940409-29-7



the edition printed in 1961.  Using a minimalist approach to 
alteration while emphasizing the sensation of mystery and 
vertigo, John Stezacker has turned this book inside out.  

He has shifted the orientation of viewing the original 
book,  in addition to taking the same single page in each 
book of the edition and  altering it through subtle collage.  
Through this quiet intervention, Stezaker is questioning the 
orientation and documentation of all the images in Plicka’s 
book which in turn alters the viewer’s own relationship with 
the visual narrative of old photographs. The book’s title 
The Bridge, is also a metaphor of what collage itself is, 
namely a way of linking two separate images. 

Price upon request
Christophe Daviet-Thery Livres et Editions d’Artistes 
34 rue Louise Weiss, 75013 Paris
tel : + 33(0)1 53 79 05 95 fax : + 33(0)1 43 54 74 93 
www. daviet-thery.com     blog: davietthery.wordpress.com

SALT & PEPPER - a new book by Francis van maele

Photographs of Salt & Pepper on our dining tables
taken between 2007 and 2010 from Dublin to Istanbul
and from Tokyo to New York. 16 x 18 cm - 48 pages, 2010, 
laser printing, 75 numbered and signed copies, 35 euros - 
$50 US - 30 Pds UK. Available from 
http://www.redfoxpress.com/AB-saltandpepper.html

Displaced, Lauren Henkin’s first handmade publication 
has now been released. The artist’s book is a limited edition 
of 60 plus five artist proofs and contains 39 original prints 
of both Parts I and II of the portfolio, an exploration of the 
emotions resulting from the end of a marriage.
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Hot off the press - the 2010 book A Conservation Piece 
by Elizabeth Shackleton Collinge
Inspired from earliest memories of architectural delights 
left by the Victorians, Elizabeth was raised in an 1874 clerics 
house with a huge ‘borrowed light’ over the stairs, a white 
marble gothic fireplace and a secret staircase. It was a place 
where builders had revelled in the fashionable harnessing of 
stone, wood and glass to make a ‘fine’ home in a northern 
industrial town. 

Family Learning Volunteer Liz was keen to record the act 
of conserving the vast mansion, a historic event in itself. 
She made watercolours of the topsy-turvy house during 
a memorable winter using her own photographs, Steve 
Young’s and others in the archives, Fertile Fortune, the 
NT guide book and BBC’s ‘Flog It’ programme as image 
references. A ‘Conservation Piece’ is an artist’s response to 
Tyntesfield, a journey through the house in January this 
year, as it underwent restoration towards museum status. 

Elizabeth is currently making the first small printed edition 
on zero graphic, 160 gm high definition coated paper. 
The limited edition comes in two sizes and is produced by 
a traditional labour -intensive method. Each handmade 
window book with individual quality comes with a 
protective box sleeve. A4- £95,  A5 - £45. The book which 
will make a special gift and ideal Christmas present is ready 
to order now.  Email: conradandliz@tiscali.co.uk                  
Tel:  01934 822452. 19 Old Banwell Road, Locking, Nr. 
Weston super-Mare, N. Somerset, BS24 8BS, UK        
Elizabeth’s work can be viewed on:
www.myspace.com/elizabethshackleton
www.ancestoralsounds.blogspot.com
www.free-range.org.uk

The Bridge, 2010 by John Stezaker
33 signed and numbered copies + 7 A.P. + 2 H.C.
Published by Christophe Daviet-Thery, 2010.
With a focus on photographs, books and other printed 
media as the central matrix for his work along with an 
acknowledged pre-occupation with Kafka’s novel, The Castle 
(1926), for this new project, John Stezaker has used a book 
by Karel Plicka titled, “Prague in Photographs,  specifically 



The printing was all done by Lauren Henkin, letterpress 
printing by Inge Bruggeman of Textura Printing and
binding by master bookmaker John DeMerritt of 
DeMerritt Bookbinding. It is a piece of utmost quality and 
craftsmanship. Steve Woodall, Director, Center for Book & 
Paper Arts, Columbia College Chicago, says of Displaced, 
“As with any successful photo book, or artist’s book, the 
whole has a resonance greater than the sum of its parts. 
Lauren Henkin delivers a profound meditation on loss and 
renewal, and what endures.”

Specifications: Photography and design: Lauren Henkin; 
Editing and sequencing: Lauren Henkin, Joel Preston Smith, 
Kirsten Rian; Letterpress Printing: Inge Bruggeman, 
Textura Printing, Portland, Oregon, USA; Bookbinding: 
John DeMerritt, DeMerritt Bookbinding, Emeryville,
California, USA; Paper: Moab Entrada 190gsm Bright White 
Rag; Covering: Dutch iris cloth over boards; Endsheets: 
St. Armand Handmade Old Master Rideau; Images: 39;
Dimensions: 9.5” x 13”

Book Pricing: Edition Numbers 1-15: $350 (sold out)
Edition Numbers 16-30: $475, Edition Numbers 31-45: $650
Edition Numbers 46-60: $950

All books are signed and numbered by the artist. Original 
prints are also available for purchase.  For more information 
on artist Lauren Henkin, visit www.laurenhenkin.com.  
For more information on Displaced, please visit 
www.displacedproject.com.

Leslie Wilson Rutterford produced a second version of a 
pillbox work, Medicine For Daily Life for an exhibition 
called ‘Smile’. This took place at the Red Gate Gallery in 
Brixton in March, 2010. “It was a very enjoyable show, and 
while we were there, my other half and I thought it would 
be fun to go beyond the usual event pic-snapping and also 
photograph visitor’s smiles. Whenever someone came to 
look at my piece, Aidan would take a pic of their smile. 
So, the Medicine box became the catalyst for more smiles! 

Later, I went through the images and created a book 
response, A Smile Begets a Smile, of the new smiles and 
various smile quotes. It is a concertina construct and 
when displayed in a circular fashion presents a series 
of people smiling at each other. I introduced this at 
Handmade & Bound Book Art & Zine Fair in Whitstable. 
In addition, I created a text only slideshow for my new 
digital photo frame, with just the smile quotes. It provided 
an unusual reading and visual experience which was quite 
mesmorising.”

http://leslieworks.blogspot.com/2010/07/smile-quotes-
slideshow.html

Medicine For Daily Life can be viewed at the 
weloveyourbooks exhibition, e(motive) at Artworks MK 
Milton Keynes, UK, until  25th Sept. A Smile Begets a Smile 
can be purchased for £10. Please mention whether you 
want the colour or monochrome version. Email for one at 
lwrjam@yahoo.com, or comment on my facebook page or 
blog. If you would like to acquire a copy of Medicine For 
Daily Life, 2 white pillboxes with green text, with colour, or 
monochrome images are available for £120 each. 
Contact Leslie Wilson Rutterford: lwrjam@yahoo.com
http://leslieworks.blogspot.com

Klaus von mirbach has made a new book “30 animals” 
for the Menagerie of the Mind exhibition at the John 
Michael Kohler Arts Center in Wisconsin, USA. 
You can view images of the book on his blog: 
www.klausvonmirbach.blogspot.com 

von Mirbach is also halfway through his 2010 project 
“SPUREN”, where he intends to make 52 books over 52 
weeks of the year. He has made 21 books, all c.120 pages, 
but using different bindings and techniques to work with 
the material. The narrative intention is still the same: to tell 
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of my, our lives, bookmaking as a way to be more intimately 
involved in life, making myself at home. You can also see his 
progress at: www.klausvonmirbach.blogspot.com 

Baring Antebellum a new book by Susan Johanknecht
This new book has texts derived from several sources: 
Nathaniel Hawthorne’s diary & novel The Marble Faun, 
Joshua Bates diary, and my journeys over London Bridge 
into the City to visit the Barings Archive. The syntax and 
typography of each section varies according to its content 
and source. Coloured lines on the pages reference ledgers 
and were ‘drawn’ with the guides of the software package 
Adobe Indesign.

Alexander Baring hired Joshua Bates, who had trained at the 
counting house of a Boston merchant, as senior partner of 
Baring Brothers & Co. He virtually ran the bank for thirty 
years. In 1852 Bates gave $50,000 to fund the Boston Public 
Library. Nathaniel Hawthorne, writer and private client of 
Barings was United States Consul for the Port of Liverpool 
1853 to 1857. Hawthorne saved his lucrative salary to go to 
Rome and research his novel The Marble Faun. Both men 
from New England had travelled ‘back’ to England. 
The relationships between finance, politics and the arts – 
personal and public – are underlying themes to this book.

‘Baring Antebellum’ has 38 pages, is inkjet printed onto 
Zerkall laid paper, 25 cm x 17 cm and hand sewn into 
vintage brown-marbled ledger papers. £10.00

This artists’ book is part of re:SEARCHING playing in the 
archive, a collaboration between CCW, ING Bank and the 
Baring Archive, investigating the relationship between 
artists, archives and collections, and its impact on artists’ 
practice and audience perceptions. Twelve practitioners 
were invited to curate their own selection of artefacts from 
the archive. Each practitioner created a new piece of work 
in response to his or her own archival selection and all 
new works were exhibited in May – June 2010 alongside 
the historical pieces. re:SEARCHING is a CCW project 
involving research staff from across the three colleges, the 
University of Sussex and the University of Central Lancaster. 
The Baring Archive is the record of Baring Brothers, 
established as a trading house in 1762. The Archive is 
recognized by researchers of business and financial history 
as one of the most comprehensive of a financial institution 
anywhere in the world, a unique record of a major bank and 
its international influence over a period of 250 years. 
A funded PhD has been recently established at UAL to 
explore the issues around visual practitioners engagements 
with archives, using this project as a case study.

Susan Johanknecht, Gefn Press, 20 Hyndewood, Bampton 
Road, Forest Hill, London SE23 2BJ, UK
email: gefnpress@btinternet.com

David moscovich founded Louffa Press in 2010 to 
promote new, innovative microfictions in limited run, 
handmade editions as collectible works of art. 
New publications include:

David Hoenigman’s Shame On You is now available from 
Louffa Press in a limited hand numbered run of 100. We are 

very excited to present 
this first collaboration 
with Porridge Papers, 
a paper mill and 
letterpress located in 
Lincoln, Nebraska. 
Cover photo by Kawori 
Inbe, a controversial 
Tokyo photographer. 
Hoenigman is the 
author of the novel 
Burn Your Belongings 
(Six Gallery Press) 
and hosts the fabulous 

PAINT YOUR TEETH performance series at Gamuso 
in Tokyo. If Samuel Beckett and David Lynch hosted a 
burlesque show at the museum of natural history...
$6 see: www.louffapress.com/2843/index.html

mike Topp mini-chapbook by Louffa due for release this 
month. Mike Topp writes The Stuyvesant Bee every month. 

He is also the author of 
Shorts Are Wrong and 
has a great view of the 
Empire State Building 
from his apartment. 
Mike Topp thought he 
saw William Burroughs 
at the Pyramid Club 
in the 1980s, but later 
realised it was just some 
old Ukranian guy in a 
suit who danced a lot 
like Bill.

http://www.louffapress.com/2843/index.html
http://www.louffapress.com 

micro-funding for a micropress: Louffa Press 
Louffa Press is a small press that publishes new and 
innovative microfictions in batches of 100 numbered copies 
of handmade, letterpressed or screenprinted booklets by 
established writers and new ones alike. The goal for this 
project is to fund the publishing of four new chapbooks 
by Louffa Press authors. Each chapbook will be artfully 
presented, sent for reviews, and distributed in boutique 
shops and independent bookstores that support small 
presses. These are handmade works of art that are fun to 
read and are very collectible. 
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A recent Louffa Press chapbook is David Hoenigman’s 
Shame On You (featured in the video), with photos by 
Kawori Inbe. Hoenigman runs a performance art series 
called Paint Your Teeth in Tokyo. Upcoming chapbooks 
are by Mike Topp (author of Shorts are Wrong), Zeami 
(author of the graphic novel Le Pharaon Toxique), Steve 
Katz (author of numerous novels and story collections) 
and a chapbook of sketches by Chelsea Martin! Help Louffa 
Press publish these four chapbooks over the next year in the 
classic letterpress style. 

HOW WILL IT BE DONE? 
The book covers will be printed in New York on recycled 
handmade paper from Porridge Papers, a wonderful 
papermill located in Lincoln, Nebraska. The funds from 
kickstarter will be a good start towards printing costs for the 
paper and studio time for printing the covers. 

One way or another, THIS IS GOING TO HAPPEN!!! Will 
you play a part? 
All best,  Louffa Press
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/987247150/micro-
funding-for-a-micropress-louffa-press

How Long …is a piece of string
By margaret Gosley, 2010
How Long… is a site-specific installation inspired by the 
Ropewalk Gallery in Barton-on-the-Humber, N.Lincs. 
where it can now be seen.  The Gallery was once a 
ropemaking works and is housed in beautiful single story 
building which is over 400 metres long because it is where 
they used to make and twist the rope.

The book reflects this building as it is only 10cm high but 
opens up to 6 metres 
in length. It contains a 
continuous dry point 
print from my original 
drawings of curled and 
knotted rope printed 
on hand-made hemp 
paper. It has then been 
embossed with a length 
of rope and over printed 
with hand letter pressed 
words and sayings related 
to rope. 

I have made a miniature limited edition of 20 (7cm opening 
up to 170 cm) which has digital images of the drawings 
printed with the words and sayings onto brown wrapping 
paper which is embossed with rope and tied with waxed 
string. It is entitled String & Brown Paper and copies are 
available (£15.00) from the Gallery or from me:
gosley@ukonline.co.uk

Two new publications from Booklyn

Buckfast Splendor was found floating down the Hudson 
River, caught in a small eddy near Kingston. It was sealed 
in a small box made to look like a miniature Langstroth 
beehive, and it was entirely covered in beeswax to protect 
it from the elements. The book, each page also encased in 
beeswax, was dry and intact. Impermeable.
 
Allerslev, a beekeeper, painted the pages of the book with 
layers of beeswax, re-assembling the pages and rebinding 
the book. Pérez, borrowing from the bees’ own construction 
methods, used bee propolis (a resin collected by the bees) 
as an adhesive, collaging sections of hive foundation onto 
pages.  She added more layers of wax,  and lush encaustic 
paintings of insects and plants, integrating birds and 
beekeepers into the dense landscapes.  It is a meditation on 
beekeeping, and all that bees can teach us about ourselves 
and the passage of time, the seasons, and lives.

Media: wax, spices, encaustic paint. Buckfast Splendor is 
a re-constructed mass-market book originally titled The 
Splendor of Love. Calligraphy and Paintings: Eliana Pérez
Poem: The Beekeeper’s Daughter, by Sylvia Plath
Binding: Coptic, bound onto covers by Kurt Allerslev
Buckfast Splendor Video Tour: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=uns8_OYAL5I&feature=channel

Mirror - an artist’s book by  Marshall Weber, Brooklyn
New York and Dana Smith, San Francisco, CA
2010, edition of 20
These photographs were all taken at the Frankfurt Book 
Fair in Germany in October of 2009. The majority of 
these teenagers depicted are participating in Cosplay (an 
abbreviation of costume play). “Cosplayers” wear (and the 
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hardcore often manufacture) costumes and accessories to 
represent a specific manga (comic book), anime (animated 
film), computer game or other digital youth culture 
character. Sources for the Cosplay shown in this book 
include DeathNote, Full Metal Alchemist, Hetalia, Naruto, 
Pokemon, and Sailormoon.
 

The Frankfurt Bookfair (the largest and oldest book fair in 
the world) sponsors a Cosplay Contest and anyone wearing 
Cosplay gets into the fair free of charge. 

Some of the youth depicted in Mirror are dressed in the 
style of Emo-Goth (Emotional – Gothic) a fashion sub-
culture associated with a pastiche of post- Punk/New 
Wave/Glam Rock and post-Heavy Metal Goth styles. It is 
important to understand that this is not Cosplay.

Photography and text by Marshall Weber.
Digital production and printing by Dana F. Smith.
Design and layout by Dana Smith and Marshall Weber.
Ink jet printed on Moab Entrada paper using Epson 
pigment based inks, with a hand sewn binding by Dana 
Smith. All materials in this book are of archival quality.
Published by DanaDanaDana Limited Editions, San 
Francisco, California

Buckfast Splendor and Mirror are available from Booklyn
37 Greenpoint Avenue Brooklyn New York 11222  
Tel: 718-3838-9621   e: mweber@booklyn.org
www.booklyn.org

As a result of a four-day residency at UWE in July 2010 
working with Tom Sowden and the laser cutting technology 
mette-Sofie D. Ambeck is proud to present two new books 
at the next upcoming artists’ book fair in London –The 
London Art Book Fair – Whitechapel Gallery September 
24-26th.

steam, salt, milk – a nordic creation myth (2010 edition)
A remake of the unique book from 2000 of the same name 
will now be available in a limited edition (size of edition to 
be announced). The book tells the story of how the world 
was created according to Nordic Mythology using inkjet-
printed text and laser-cut illustrations and pop-ups.

The book is 20 x 20 cm with laser-engraved covers and 72 
pages and comes in a grey slip-case. Price to be announced.

Day Return
A video-recorded return train journey to London 
transformed by laser-engraving into image poetry.

A metre-long concertina book double-side engraved onto 
250gsm black Somerset paper. Height 180mm edition 
limited. Comes in a grey hand-made box. Price to be 
announced.

For more information: www.ambeck.mdd.dk

mfc-michèle didier presents new works:

ALPHABET by DAVID CUNNINGHAM
26 volumes. 15 cm x 15 cm each
Limited edition to 50 copies and 10 artist’s proofs
Produced and published in 2010 by mfc-michèle didier, 
Brussels. Certificates signed and numbered by the artist

THE BOOK OF SHAPES by ALLAN McCOLLUM
2 volumes. 21.6 cm x 27.9 cm each
Volume I: 616 pages, volume II: 360 pages
Limited edition of 70 numbered and signed sets of 2 
volumes and 10 artist’s proofs. Produced and published in 
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2010 by mfc-michèle didier, Brussels
Certificates signed and numbered by the artist

DIECEMILA by JONATHAN MONK
Facsimile. 35.9 cm x 21.1 cm
Limited edition of 35 copies and 5 artist’s proofs
Produced and published in 2010 by mfc-michèle didier, 
Brussels. Certificates signed and numbered by the artist

FEAR, PANIC, TERROR by MUNTADAS
Set of 5 posters. 60 cm x 60 cm each
Limited edition of 8 copies and 4 artist’s proofs
Produced and published in 2010 by mfc-michèle didier, 
Brussels. Certificates signed and numbered by the artist

mfc-michèle didier
19 rue de la Senne, B-1000 Bruxelles
info@micheledidier.com
http://www.micheledidier.com

New Book Works by Kate morrell
Hoard: The Ethics of Acquisition (2010)

Kate Morrell’s practice is based around the study of 
landscape, history and authorship. She presents drawing, 
collage and objects within adopted systems and formats 
of the material sciences. By re-making and altering found 
images and objects, she plays with the balance between fact 
and fiction. Hoard: The Ethics of Acquisition was exhibited at 
her graduate show at the Royal College of Art in July 2010.
Hoard: The Ethics of Acquisition (2010) 276 pages, b/w 
images, perfect-bound, 18 x 26 cm
Concept and graphic design by Kate Morrell
 
A book of 742 looted archaeological sites. Hoard is 
the reconfiguration of a scientific document from the 
Archaeology collections of SOAS (School of Oriental and 
African Studies) Library.  In its presentation of looted 
archaeological sites and wounded landscapes, the document 
constructs different meanings and histories from the site 
images. Kate is interested in the perception of excavation 
as an uncovering of the truth. Hoard presents a landscape 
where notions of ownership are questioned.

Through the process of collecting and constructing the 
book, the library became a looted site, by the duplication of 
archive images.
 
See further works at www.katemorrell.com, including 
The Treasure Act: Volume I, an archaeological reference book 
of sculptures made from found objects.

The First - Philppa Wood and Tamar macLellan

The First is the sequel to a book Philippa Wood produced in 
2008 called The Last.

Following a similar concept, the book is a typographic 
exploration of responses from participants who answered 
a series of questions relating to the theme of  ‘the first…’

When used out of context, the texts become abstract and 
idiosyncratic, leaving the viewer to form their own opinion 
as to what the statements relate to.  The texts are supported 
by a series of screen-printed images based on line drawings 
by Tamar MacLellan.

Philippa Wood. The Caseroom Press
Limited edition of 10. silkcreen and digital print. 
Further details from www.the-case.co.uk
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Andrew Eason emailed details of Visual Editions: 
“Visual Editions, nicknamed VE, is a London-based 
book publisher, started in early 2009 by Anna and Britt. 
The idea for VE comes from our joint love of books and 
a (mischievous) desire to do things differently, so that 
everything we do translates into a new experience for our 
readers, and for all the writers and designers we work with. 
What we do is make sure we turn all that love and mischief 
into beautifully, lovingly, wonderfully written and crafted 
books.

We wondered why there is such a large divide between text-
driven literary books on the one hand and picture-driven 
art and design books on the other. And we wondered why 
this divide seems so extreme, when most of us compute 
visuals in our everyday more than ever before. We believe 
this visual everydayness adds to the way we read, it adds to 
the way we experience what we read and the way we absorb 
and understand the way stories are told: through words and 
pictures.”

Check out their forthcoming editions of books on their 
website: www.visual-editions.com

A new edition from Weproductions
A Venetian Brocade

From Tommaso Mocenigo’s tomb - its great curtain drawn 
back - the city of Venice unfolds in the hands of Douglas’ 
rich visual narrative, delighting in textural contrast and 
intricate layerings. As oneiric zone that Venice embodies, 
stone, brick, water, inside and out, near, far, night, day, 
east, west, past in present are juxtaposed and woven as one 
continuous brocade. Within each landscape-format spread 
an inner page is floated and embellished at its edge. Borders 
of brick dissolve as sky, images shift, merge and overlay, 
water laps and floods, whilst reflective glimmerings morph 
into mosaic and golden threads. As masterful threading 
within this Venetian Brocade - at its fore, Marina Warner 
contributes a dexterous story of unique, wondrous wide-
eyed looking from East to West. 

Helen Douglas, Marina Warner. A Venetian Brocade, 
Weproductions, 2010. 180pp, 128 x 180 mm. A visual 
narrative (166pp) in full colour offset by Helen Douglas 
with a contributing story by Marina Warner. Printed 
on 130gsm Hello Extra Matt, Case bound in Ratchfords 
Inspiration with foil blocking. Edition 1000. Price £25. 
ISBN 978-0-9550987-1-0. 
For more information see www.weproductions.com

The Blue Notebook  Vol 5 No 1 October 2010 
The new issue of The Blue Notebook journal for artists’ 
books will be out early October. 
Cover, badge and sticker design: Angela Callanan

Essays and reviews in this issue include: 

Doug Spowart: Every photo deserves a book: the rise of 
the photobook in contemporary self-publishing. The 
connections of photography with the book and the key 
drivers for the emergence of this new author/producer 
aspect of book making.

Lorelei Clark: Making New Worlds: collaboration and its 
potential for transformation.

Andrew Eason: On Making Reading. What is the nature 
of the relationship between book artists and the people 
they want to see their work? How does this compare to 
other versions of the relationship between books and their 
authors?



Kasia Wlaszczyk reviews White Heat, at KALEID 
editions. Twenty-two artists from various professional 
backgrounds such as fine art, fashion, photography, book 
arts, printmaking, painting, interactive digital media and 
sculpture.

Daniel Mellis reviews Detroit City Map by Kati Rubinyi, 
which presents a picture of modern day Detroit together 
with a skillfully disordered account of a 1943 race riot. 

Anastasia Denysenko gives an overview of Ukrainian artists’ 
books and a short introduction to the current state of book 
arts in Ukraine, featuring the works of several selected 
Ukrainian artists shown at the Museum of Book and Book 
Printing of Ukraine in March 2010. 

Sarah Jacobs presents an online 8-page piece, Apology 
Typology, which records a visit made to her ebook, 
Deciphering Human Chromosome 16: We Report Here.

Artworks by Djeribi, Dr Book (aka Guy Begbie), Jo Moore, 
Colin Sackett and Klaus von Mirbach.

Subscription is just £10 GBP a year – including UK or 
international postage, for which you receive, two issues, 
online access, a badge and some lovely stickers!

Please subscribe by downloading the form at 
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/bnotebk.htm
Or email Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk for a form.

REPORTS & REVIEWS  

A Modern Forest by Anne-maree Hunter / Peter Lyssiotis
Psyclonic Studios / masterthief
Book Review by monica Oppen

A street directory; the city -  living space, living place 
codified into maps, so the lost find themselves and reach 
their destination. A street directory; the city - living space, 

living place codified into maps that mask the people who 
live, breathe, die along the web work of streets. The lost will 
never be found and their destinations remain irrelevant. But 
in A Modern Forest, someone appears to entice us along on 
his journey; the narrative embedded in the maps. 

The streets collude to hide and reveal - street names, parks, 
public amenities jump to participate in the narrative; a 
reckoning with the human condition, defeated, accepting 
but not simpering, pervaded by a sense that in the past, 
heroes moved in a world with clear directions, knowable 
routes and attainable victories. The present is dusty and 
exhausted, directionless and morally lost. Glimpses of 
buildings, houses relieve the trudge of words like footsteps 
along the grid; we are suddenly allowed to look up and 
see what the narrator is seeing. But is it really someone 
travelling, or just an unstable mind running a fantasy across 
an obsessive need to pin maps to the bedroom wall, or is it a 
film half remembered in fragments in half sleep?

A Modern Forest is a seamless collaboration between Peter 
Lyssiotis and Anne-Maree Hunter. Shunning the hyper-
colour of digital printing, the book is screenprinted in three 
block colours; black endpapers, (black, the grime of the 
city); red chapter headings, (red, the pulse of blood) and 
ochre, (the earth that the narrator seeks to feel connected). 
This understated production resonates with the core mood 
of the book. 

Copies available from Peter Lyssiotis
p.lyssiotis@hotmail.com

Monica Oppen is a printmaker, writer and bookbinder. 
The book is the main medium for her work. She also binds 
books for artists. She collects books by artists. The collection 
can be viewed at www.bibliotheca.org.au. She is based in 
Sydney Australia.

A View From My Darkroom (Letter to Lorca) 
Peter Lyssiotis / masterthief
Artists are obsessed with notions of genius: however, what is 
more important and under-acknowledged because it works 
against such notions, is how we clamber on the shoulders 
of giants in order to survey what surrounds us and to see 
beyond our borders. There are many worlds we visit and 
there are many ghosts we sleep with. For me it’s generally 
writers such as Borges, Beckett, Kazantzakis, Hikmet, Ritsos 
and Lorca. A View From My DarkRoom (Letter To Lorca) is a 
personal record of that. 

A View From My Darkroom (Letter to Lorca) is the most 
personal book I’ve made. I use a reading of Federico Garcia 
Lorca as a crutch to hobble through the dark corridors 
of a (migrant) family, and to take in another view of 
faith, politics [and belief ] heritage, obligation, sexuality, 
creativity, friendship and love.  
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Using Lorca in this way doesn’t seem inappropriate because 
both his history and his writing offer any number of 
possibilities. Here are the “worlds” which enlist Lorca and 
want his ghost to inhabit them.

THE LITERATURE CROWD: use Lorca, his plays and his 
poetry as an emblem of the simple text that reverberates 
beyond what is written simply on the page… and there’s 
a line from the great modernist Spanish writers (Neruda, 
Borges, Paz) that leads directly to Lorca. 

THE GAY COMMUNITY: embrace Lorca as another 
man who was killed partly because of his sexuality… it 
is a recorded that his executioner killed him not with the 
standard bullet to the back of the head, but with a bullet up 
the arse for being homosexual. 

MUSIC & THEATRE GROUPS: also ride on Lorca’s 
shoulders. He took theatre out to the provinces, to the 
people and he blew off the dust of neglect from gypsy song, 
dance and music and introduced it to the mainstream. 
ART CIRCLES: see Lorca, his drawings, his writing and his 
friends Dali and Bunuel as part of the Surrealist movement.
Lorca also allows for a POLITICAL PERSPECTIVE. The 
Left see him a secular saint- as another martyr to Fascism 
because the order to assassinate Lorca came from General 
Franco, who considered him to be “degenerate”.

I felt no hesitation in also hitching a ride; in a way this book 
is about what we make of the people we choose as guides. 
In the end, I know it’s irrelevant but I began working on 
the book some 12 years ago. And what is A View From 
My Darkroom? Is it a photoalbum, an artist’s book or an 
extended letter? Can it be all 3?

Edition of 10, hand bound in record linen. Available from 
Peter Lyssiotis: p.lyssiotis@hotmail.com

Peter Lyssiotis is a photographer/ photomonteur, filmmaker, 
writer and book artist. The book is the main medium for his 
work. He collaborates frequently with painters, printmakers 
and writers. He has exhibited widely in both solo and group 
shows in Australia and overseas. He is based in Melbourne, 
Australia.

Bookie Pookie with Chocolate (and a cherry on top)
A report by Diana Illingworth-Cook

“What on earth….?” I hear you cry. My reaction completely 
when reading the description for a workshop run by Cor 
Aerssens and Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo. A double box 
based on a biscuit that’s based on a goat’s leg with surprising 
books popping up? How would that work? Having heard 
rave reviews both about Cor and Cristina’s work and their 
workshops I just had to sign up for their Bookie Pookie 
(with chocolate) workshop in Italy and find out. So passport 
and Euros in hand I headed for the Italian Lakes not really 
knowing quite what to expect but knowing it would all be 
worthwhile. Well, I wasn’t disappointed.

I spent a relaxing couple of days in a lovely hotel on the 
shore of Lake Orta just to make sure that ash clouds and 
BA strikes wouldn’t conspire to make me miss the start (life 
can be so tough sometimes!) Then Cristina kindly picked 
me up at the hotel and whisked me off to the villa we would 
share in Vacciago di Ameno up in the hills a few miles from 
Orta.  After a pleasant evening meeting my fellow students 
(8 of us from 7 different countries), eating a delicious meal 
cooked by Cor, and a good night’s sleep in a surprisingly 
comfortable bunk bed (you’ll be pleased to know none of 
us had to clamber aloft to the upper bunk!) all was made 
clear the following morning.  Cor and Cristina unlocked the 
studio and showed us the ‘Bookie Pookie’ box with its clever 
butterfly hinge that allows the two halves of the box to open 
back on itself revealing  four compartments each holding a 
delightful little book kept in place with magnetic strips. 
Oh wow! How could I possibly make something so beautiful 
and so clever!
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The first three days were spent under Cristina’s guidance 
making the books. The first was a Star Book, three 
interleaved concertina layers with windows revealing the 
colours beneath. This opened right out allowing the covers 
to clip together and make a star shape. Next came the 
windows book which revealed a pop up window as each 
page is turned. The third was a Tunnel Book, rather like a 
stage set complete with proscenium arch and flats. Last but 
not least came the Manhattan Book, a pop up building up 
layer by layer, rather like an expanding cityscape. 

We learned the principles of concertina folding and pop-
up engineering and how dependant they are on accurate 
measuring, folding & cutting. All the books were made in 
Canson Mi Teintes  160gsm coloured paper, folded, cut and 
held together with double sided tape.

We then had a day off and took the opportunity to see 
the sights or cool off by swimming in the lake, meeting 
all together in the medieval town of Orta for a meal. 
(My aubergine dish was scrummy! And those Italian 
ice-creams…mmm … Give me nocciola every time!)  

The next 3 days we were back in the studio and starting to 
build our boxes. We used layers of  acid free mount board 
and followed Cor’s construction principles and his expert 
guidance to build our boxes, insert the magnetic strips and 
cover them in Kozo paper. Quite a challenge in the heat  as 
the paste was dry almost as soon as it touched the paper. 
The tops and bottoms were covered in brown Lotka paper 
to represent the Bookie Pookie biscuit having been dipped 
in Chocolate. It was an awesome moment when I fluttered 
my box’s butterfly wings and turned it inside out the first 
time. Wow I did it! How exciting was that!

Not only was this an excellent workshop well thought 
out, planned and taught, but the icing on the cake was 
the camaraderie as we shared the cooking and chores 
(the recipe book to come will be an added bonus!). It was 
great to be living and working in one place giving us the 
opportunity to really get to know each other and to return 
to the studio after supper if needed to catch up and be 
ready at the required stage for the next day. It was too hot 

to sleep anyway, so whiling away an hour or two sanding 
my box while watching the twinkling lights of the villages 
surrounding the lake and in the hills across it was pure 
magic.

To top it all the cherry on top was the opportunity to see a 
paper sculpture exhibition by Daniele Papuli on the Sunday 
Morning before leaving. Stunning! Many thanks to Cristina 
and Cor and my fellow students for making my week in 
Vacciago one of the best holidays I have ever had.
Find out more about Cor and Cristina’s workshops at 
www.professionelibro.it  
I can thoroughly recommend them!

Diana Illingworth-Cook

BARBARA ROSENTHAL at Wilson Williams Gallery and 
10 Gales Gallery, London by Jennifer Brewin

That Barbara Rosenthal is a book artist intrinsically, 
regardless of the media she works in, became apparent when 
“Existential Word Play”, a partial retrospective of her text-
based videos, was shown at both Wilson Williams and 10 
Gales Gallery as part of The Moving Exhibition in London 
this June. Rosenthal’s work in image-text, autobiographical, 
philosophical art were exhibited here in moving, time-
based form. In this anthology of 32 shorts (1976-2010) 
comprising a 68-minute reel, some videos use a sequencing 
and arrangement of images that is grounded in print-based 
work, some feature excerpts from her journals, text-art 
cards, and artists’ books, and others play with text as form, 
or verbalize text in speech. And at 10 Gales, she presented 
an interactive performance using masks and “Provocation 
Cards,” text-cards she put in the hands of her audience as 
we entered the viewing room. 

With performance as a key element in the identity-adrift-
in-the-universe, grabbing-a-reed-of-language-to-stay-
afloat nature of her work, Rosenthal uses the full range of 
publishable/reproducible media, including photography, 
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Barbara Rosenthal at 10 Gales Gallery giving Visitor Identity 
Theft Mask + Provocation Card



paint colours; but we do not see the auras Hannah saw. The 
video is structured as if in two book-like “chapters”, of two 
“pages” each, and the narrative is drawn together only by 
implication, and only at the end. 

“Dead Heat” also has four sections, but these are arranged 
graphically. The screen is divided horizontally into four 
strips, with four moving subjects in the distance, all 
beginning their traverse on frame one, screen left; a bird 
flying across a big sky, a horse ambling across a cornfield, 
a person walking across a lawn, a ship sailing along a river, 
each journey taking its own time from the left to right, 
at different speeds, thus in the 3 minutes of the video, 
Rosenthal has subtly manipulated the mathematics of the 
digital edit, so that each completes a different number of 
laps to arrive eventually at the right of the screen in the 
same moment, on screen right, on the final frame. This 
structure is reminiscent of narrative storytelling, in that the 
four simultaneous journeys can be understood as individual 
sub-plots for each character within the narrative of the 
whole. It is no wonder that Thomas Hardy is one of her 
favorite authors. And like Hardy, Rosenthal has a generally 
bleak view of life, and an exceedingly wry humour. The 
title demonstrates Rosenthal’s characteristic playfulness 
with words, punning on the eventual fate of these four 
bodies, and all of ours, to eventually reach the same point, 
in a ‘dead heat’, in a tied race that will end alike, for all of 
us, in the great equaliser, death. The elements themselves, 
are not random: they come from the artist’s real life, and 
are in that way autobiographical life-documents, related to 
her journals. The bird flew past her camera unexpectedly, 
the rider on the horse is her daughter Ola, it is the artist 
herself crossing the park, and the ship is passing by her 
window on the Hudson. Rosenthal’s introspections and 
videography sometimes cause the journals themselves to 
find themselves on camera. This was the case in two of the 
shorts, “Handwriting Analysis” (1989), and “Pregnancy 
Dreams” (1979). “Handwriting Analysis” offers a rare 
extended look into one of the volumes, and talks about 
having her handwriting analysed, and the results printed 
out, by a computer at a recent County Fair. The print-
out is composited in ovals and boxes by a Special Effects 
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prints, xerox, video, audio, digital collage, artists’ books, 
novels, short stories, essays, objects, printed clothing, button 
pins, display ads, billboards, placards - everything so far I 
think but bumper stickers. But in all, a sense of the literal 
and abstract nature of language, and its relationship to 
imagery, is a constant investigation. “Words Don’t Tell Half 
The Story”, says one of the text-art cards she handed me - 
wearing, I must point out, masks of herself at different ages, 
reproduced in smaller rondel versions both as button pins 
and in her book “Identity Theft Mask Book” For this artist, 
all forms of public, commercial, political media represent 
interchangeable vehicles for the public expression of private 
issues. Who am I, Who Are You, What’s This Universe, What 
Is Time, What Is Space, What Is Change, Can I Depict It, 
Can Words Help Me Understand It? 

This has been going on all her life. Barbara Rosenthal has 
kept a journal since age eleven, was editor of her elementary, 
high school and college literary-art magazines, has 
published dozens of artists books, articles and pamphlets, 
and has taught writing at The City University of New York 
for twenty years, besides video and photography at other 
universities since 1976, so it follows that text- and book-
based art feature naturally in her work, both in a conceptual 
sense, and in the physical materials used. The relationship 
to her book art is continually apparent in her time-based 
videos and mediated performances, insofar as the images 
and texts on the screen are often arranged as if they were 
lines, pages, and sometimes chapters. 

The videos “How Much Does the Monkey Count” (1988), 
“Colours & Auras” (1984), and “Dead Heat” (2009), all 
reference the linear sequencing of books and text, whereby 
there is left to right movement and left-right positioning, 
and each word, sentence, and section advancing to the 
next as if physically turned. “How Much Does the Monkey 
Count” is an alternation of dialogue between two characters, 
on the left and right sides of the screen. The artist and the 
monkey (which she flawlessly venriloquizes with great 
intonation) compete for dominance as they jointly count up 
to 100; we are continually drawn from left to right and back 
again, as we are across the double-pages of an art book. 
In “Colours & Auras”, Rosenthal’s daughter Sena Clara 
Creston, age 2, names colours of paint jars in the first 
section and the late poet Hannah Weiner reads Rosenthal’s 
auras, in the second. But both sections have a double-
whammy. Both were shot by two cameras, in black and 
white and in colour simultaneously, but they were edited 
to play sequentially, so that, as the program notes state “In 
one case, the colour confirms the statement made during 
the black and white, but in the other, it does not”. When 
the colour sections appear, we see what Sena Clara saw: the 

Barbara Rosenthal Colors & Auras Four Frames

Barbara Rosenthal Dead Heat 2009 One Frame



Generator, and floats one characteristic at a time, above 
the background screen as she flips pages, showing us what 
she’s written, and scrapbooked in. From this preview 
of the artist’s journals, we begin to understand how the 
arrangement of material in her journals corresponds to the 
composition of her videos: juxtaposed text, images and cut-
outs in the journals translate into sharp angles, segmented 
screens, and surreal compositions in the videos. 

The choice of subject of handwriting analysis, which by 
the way plays a major role in her unpublished but widely 
circulated novel, “Wish For Amnesia”, points to the aesthetic 
significance for the artist, of text in all its forms, including 
the physicality of it, and particularly handwriting – the 
visual appearance of the marks themselves, as separate from 
the content of the words and sentences they make up, in 
expressing something about their maker. Her first book was 
called “Clues To Myself”, and in it she considered her surreal 
photography as archetypal references to hidden personality 
traits: it seems obvious that she considers handwriting to be 
so, too. These two videos, and another depicting a volume, 
“January 10, 1986, Savannah, Georgia”, not in this series but 
extensively reviewed by Manohla Dargis in The Village Voice 
in August of 1988, are the most overtly autobiographical of 
her shorts.  

In “Pregnancy Dreams” Barbara Rosenthal reads aloud 
her recent dreams during the last week of her first 
pregnancy, and on screen the readings appear in interesting 
technological film differences, again page or chapter-like. 
Rosenthal is sitting, hugely swollen and nude but for her 
characteristic round, tinted eyeglasses and an strangely 
absurd pearl choker, in the butterfly chair seen in several of 
her works. At the end, we learn that this video was originally 
shot in Super-8 film by the father, filmmaker Bill Creston, 
simply as a series of film-stock tests before he shot the 
birth - in another harrowing Rosenthal-performance film, 
“Ola, A Film By Her Father”. The final screens of “Pregnancy 
Dreams”, in black and white text, explain things, “’Just go 
sit over there and read something,’ he said” “Should I put 
something on?” “’Here, wear this,’ he answered, tossing me a 
pearl collar from the costume box.’”  

This aesthetic element of both spoken and written language 
is further examined in several other videos in the loop, 
including “Nonsense Conversation” (1988), and “I Have a 
New York Accent” (1990), one of Rosenthal’s most popular 
films in Europe. In “Nonsense Conversation”, Barbara 
Rosenthal and Ola, age 10 converse with great range and 
dynamics, improvising with aural sound and intonation 
only. The exchange moves through phases of disagreement, 
frustration, and reconciliation and shows how the aesthetics 
of speech, the sounds and the tonality, can deliver as much 
expression as the literal meaning (missing, in this case) 
of the words themselves. In “I Have a New York Accent”, 
Rosenthal playfully demonstrates that there is no such 
thing as a single definitive New York accent, by showing a 
recording of herself pronouncing the title statement and 

a few other sentences, but then surprising us by repeating 
her image onscreen, but dubbing a sequence of other New 
Yorkers, making the same statements in enormously varied 
‘New York accents’ as voice-overs, all, once again, like pages 
of a book. Through this video, she draws our attention to 
the variations in tone, emphasis, and pitch in speech, that 
are as individual as the marks of our handwriting, even if 
we are all saying the same thing. 

Text and language are vital tools in the artist’s aesthetic 
vocabulary, and she is playful in her use of them. As well 
as taking the structure and arrangement from books and 
books art, making titles from quips and puns, and 
examining the aesthetics of spoken and written language 
in her videos, she plays with words and text in a physical 
sense too. In “Words Come out Backwards When Spoken 
to Screen Left” (2003), she recreates a realisation that came 
to her in the middle of the night: What would happen if 
English speech came out as written text? Answer: each letter 
would be “normal”, but the sequence would be backwards: 
for example, in “Words”, the “o” would follow the “w”, so 
progressing in normal fashion left to right: “W-O-R-D-S” 
becomes “S-D-R-O-W” traveling across the screen out of a 
still photo of her profile speaking from the left side of the 
screen.  

“News Wall” (1987), and “News to Fit the Family” (1987), 
are also playful in their use of text. In these videos the artist 
builds walls and towers from stacks of newspapers waiting 
to be recycled. In “News Wall” the artist clambers out from 
behind a wall of text, as the audio plays a news account of 
the terrorist attack on El Al and TWA at Larnica Airport, 
Cyprus, and in “News to Fit the Family” the papers are 
arranged in stacks corresponding to the heights of each 
member of the artist’s family, who line up, nude, in front 
of the papers in a family identity parade; but then, in her 
characteristic page and chapter way, the scenes cut to each 
member, now clothed, absorbing the news’ contents, and in 
the appropriate media: Bill Creston sits at a table reading 
The New York Times, Rosenthal sits in the butterfly chair 
reading The Village Voice, Sena Clara (age 5) hunches on the 
floor with the funnies, and Ola (age 9) sprawls on the couch 
watching a broadcast of the Iran-Contra hearings. Some 
videos use snippets of text or individual letters crawling 
across the screen, like “Whispering Confessions” (1992), 
one of the bravest of her few sexually revelatory works, and 
others are made up almost exclusively of text, such as “The 
Screen Will Be Blank and Silent For Some Time” (1988), and 
the most recent works, in English, German, and Yiddish, 
“Rules” (2010) and “Secret Codes” (2010), but it is clear that 
in its various guises, book art is the essential device with 
which Rosenthal structures all her work in all media.

Jennifer Brewin is an Art Historian and Painter.
Currently studying MA History of Art (Contacts & Contexts 
in Russian Art c.1905-1945) at the Courtauld Institute of 
Art, London. jennbrewin@gmail.com
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Ruby Walker: Book Artist, Illustrator and writer
Book Title: ‘Always question myself ’ 2010

I am currently studying for a Bachelor of Arts in Art and 
Creative writing at UWIC, Howard gardens campus in 
Cardiff, Wales. Born in the North East of England I left for 
Wales in the early 90’s to work as a Freelance Illustrator, and 
with my successes I have worked internationally in a varied 
mix of mediums. Last year I attended a workshop hosted by 
Richard Cox director and freelance artist and curator of the 
Gallery at Howard gardens, on Bookbinding techniques, and 
uncovered a forgotten passion for this craft. My life up until 
then had been an ongoing collection of skills, experiences, 
travel and work opportunities that have focused on a rich 
sense of self. I made my first linen bound book when I 
was nineteen as part of my course work at N.E.W.I HND 
Illustration. Not realising twenty years later I would revisit 
this medium, forgotten but not lost.

You see I was born nostalgic, for me, nostalgia and memory 
intertwine, books possess a collective aura, I am interested 
in traces of the past as for me, the books themselves are 
journals-visual records of my life and work. They provide 
a place to look at continually recurring themes-mystery 
and spirit, lineage, text and image, text as image, and 
the craft. Structure has become an integral part of the 
content. It helps to tell the story, my personal stories, short 
and poignant, become universal juxtaposes not only the 
traditional and the experimental, but the innovative and 
mundane. As an Artist, I see that the book is capable of 
transformation if taken out of conventional context. In the 
case of my last project of a Wearable book I had to question 
this concept, I knew I wanted to challenge my ideas. As a 
collector of necklaces when I choose each piece I look at 
how it is made and how can I use this in my work? I am 
interested in how the piece lies against the body and how 
the body carries the work. As Book artists we are challenge 
with the problem of exhibiting our work, with this thought 
in my mind, I wanted to produce a piece that is an extension 
of the self. A living installation no book cases, hammers or 
nails, no glass separating us from touching the piece. I want 
the work to move, perform, and not gather dust. I use found 
objects, altered books sought out for nostalgic reasons. 
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Copper evokes as it does the succession of communication 
of the past an inherited nobility, mouldable to any form, 
copper offers unlimited options from the aesthetic point 
of view which wraps mechanism in its perfection and 
confines it within its contours, fluid, transitive, enveloping. 
Yet for all the materials used and for all their distinctiveness, 
these objects do play a part in modernity, and that is 
what gives them double meaning. The book is always, in 
the strongest sense of the term, a ‘Personal portrait’: the 
immemorialization, in the concrete form of an object, of a 
former being – a procedure equivalent, in the register of the 
imaginary, to a suppression of time. In my last reckoning 
every book is beautiful merely because it has survived, and 
thus become the sign of an earlier life. Items are liberated; 
the materials become the initial layers guiding idea and 
image. The use and interaction of different materials, often 
throw up results that could not have been foreseen. 

The books are concerned with memory, childhood 
recollections, sense of place, and sense of self. As both 
artist and writer I want to present the book as an object, 
- a measured fact in the way I live my life.

I am currently looking for a space within South Wales for 
a studio that can facilitate workshops on Bookbinding 
techniques, where once a month Book artists can meet and 
discuss their work. A place to exhibit, to take workshops and 
develop the small community of book artists in Wales. 

Any suggestions would be gratefully accepted please contact 
me on silvanova@hotmail.com and label the email Roobee 
Qube press.



BookArtObject: More than Words: Edition One

A year ago Sara Bowen put a post on her blog, 
http://doubleelephant.blogspot.com, inviting readers to 
become part of a new book club for artists’ books.  Inspired 
by her art practice and with nostalgic memories of her 
membership of a conventional book club in the UK, Sara 
founded the BookArtObject collective with the idea of using 
a selected text as a starting point for an exploration of form 
and content in an edition of artists’ books.  

An important element of the project conception was the use 
of a blog as an integral mechanism in debating, constructing 
and communicating the edition.  What better way to 
unite artists in different countries than through a social 
networking site?  Blogger, and other blog providers, facilitate 
an easy exchange of information, ideas and images across 
the internet.  The BookArtObject blog 
(http://bookartobject.blogspot.com) enables members of 
the collective to be joint authors with equal rights to post 
to the blog.  The Blogger ‘Friends Connect’ function allows 
readers the opportunity to ‘follow’ the blog, receiving 
automatic notifications by email when new posts are 
published.  Accordingly an international dialogue about 
the project has developed, ranging from social commentary 
through technical advice to critical debate, widening the 
audience for the project as well as supporting individual 
members of the collective.  The blog functions as a practical 
resource, a journal, a workshop or studio diary as well as a 
pragmatic means of connection across geography and time 
zones.

A year later the BookArtObject collective has finished 
Edition One: eight books by eight artists in Australia and 
the UK, responding to the poem “Learning Absences” by 
noted Australian poet Rosemary Dobson (from “Rosemary 
Dobson, Collected Poems”, part of the Angus & Robertson 
series ‘Modern Poets’. Published 1991, ISBN 0 207 16864 4, 
used with permission of the licencee).

The finalisation of Edition One permits a retrospective look 
at the project’s original aims and successes.  Undoubtedly 
the project has fulfilled its original objective of linking 
artists in different places and inspiring the creation of a new 
body of work.  Individual books from the finished edition 
have been exhibited around the world and across Australia 
in 2010, and the complete edition is destined for further 
exhibition in 2011.  The blog has attracted over 40 ‘friends’ – 
readers who have opted to receive automatic updates when 
new posts are published – as well as many other readers 
who have chosen to remain anonymous except, perhaps, for 
the occasional comment.  In the last year the blog has been 
accessed over the internet almost 7,000 times.

Regardless of the popularisation of book clubs on Oprah, 
or the take-up of marketing opportunities by publishers 
wanting to push their latest titles, remnants of a deeper 
truth remain: the individual contributions of group 

members increase the overall depth of understanding of a 
text, offering alternative explanations and interpretations.

BookArtObject offers the same paradigm of group 
members proffering individual interpretations of a text 
but in a different way.  BookArtObject also functions as a 
‘collaborative circle’ (Michael P Farrell, Collaborative Circles 
and Creative Work, Chapter 1, quoted in Collaborative Arts: 
Conversations on Collaborative Arts Practise, 
http://collabarts.org/?p=20 accessed 15th July 2010), 
defined as “a state of independent merger” allowing 
participants to feel “more free to explore untried… ideas, 
less distracted by guilt, self-doubt, resentment or jealousy”.

Edition One from BookArtObject has given participants the 
freedom to experiment, something valued by participants, 
as well as creating through its existence and purpose a new 
body of work that is complete-in-itself, ready for exhibition 
as well as available for sale in its constituent parts.

The collaborative circle, the opportunity for 
experimentation, the laboratory for contemporary book 
arts practice will continue and grow with each edition.  
The BookArtObject collective is hoping to exhibiting 
Edition One at Impact7 while simultaneously preparing 
for Edition Two.

Sara Bowen, September 2010
http://doubleelephant.blogspot.com

STOP PRESS!

Catya Plate will be showing work in two exhibitions in 
New York City this month. Until 24th September at Gallery 
Korea in Conscious behind Unconscious, Gallery Korea, 460 
Park Avenue, 6th floor, New York, NY 10022

And Wednesday, September 22nd, from 6-8pm at the 
Center For Book Arts, New York, will be the opening 
reception for Catya Plate’s Featured Artist Project: 
Clothespin Tarot, organised by Alexander Campos. At this 
event Catya will also be presenting the premiere of her 
animated short film, “The Reading”. The exhibition runs 
until 4th December. The Center for Book Arts
28 West 27th Street, 3rd Floor, New York 10001 

The 2nd edition of “Tirage limité, Rencontres romandes 
du livre d’artiste” will take place at the University Library 
of Lausanne on September 11, 2010

This triennial event, which was launched in 2007, in 
collaboration with art&fiction gathers most of the artist’s 
book publishers of the French-speaking part of Switzerland 
who are active today. 
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In this year’s edition, more than 20 participants from the 
region, as well as 2 art schools (in Lausanne and Geneva) 
and 6 invited publishers from Belgium, will take part to this 
very festive one-day event, with music, readings, exhibitions 
and documentary film screenings.

11am-7pm
University Library of Lausanne, Palais de Rumine, BCU
6, Place de la Riponne, CH -1005 Lausanne

For a full list of participants and programme, please visit:
http://tirage-limite.hautetfort.com

Regenerator II: Altered books project 
Launch of online archive and permanent displays
30th September 2010

An online article in The New York Times in April 2006, 
about an altered books project Long Overdue: Book Renewal 
www.meca.edu/GalleriesExhibitions/Longoverdue.aspx 
inspired us to utilise our own library’s discarded books. 

We decided we should do something similar with the books 
that had been boxed up for withdrawal from our School’s 
art library at Bower Ashton. Due to space, the library didn’t 
want them back; so the first Regenerator in 2007 ran as an 
artists’ exchange project.  82 artists took part, selecting a 
book from the list and returning it after they had created 
a new piece of work with it. The books were sent out to 
artists in the United Kingdom, EIRE, Australia, Germany, 
USA, Denmark, Norway and South Africa to work with 
and return for archiving and photographing before an 
exhibition and book swap. All the books are online at: 
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/regen1.htm

Last summer our library had a complete refit, and as 
students and visitors had been asking to see examples of 
altered books in the collection and displays we thought the 
time was right to bring some discarded library books back 
into the collection as artworks to inspire the viewers. 

The new project Regenerator II launched in February 2010 
with artists choosing their books from a list, to return 
by July 2010. Regenerator II now follows in the footsteps 
of Long Overdue, 57 altered books have been returned 
from artists in Australia, the UK, Belgium, Germany and 
Norway, to be documented and photographed for the online 
archive. The books will be on permanent display as part of 
Bower Ashton Library’s artists’ books collection from 30th 
September 2010. 

Many thanks to all the artists who took part in this project 
and generously donated their altered books to the library’s 
collection. We know these books will be enjoyed by students, 
staff and visitors for many years to come.

You can view all of the books online when the project 
launches on 30th September at: 
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/regen10 
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UWE Bristol Exhibitions at Bower Ashton Library 
Opening hours, term time: Monday - Friday 08.45 - 1700.

Please call to check opening hours before travelling 
as times vary during inter-semester weeks and vacation 
periods. Library main desk telephone: 0117 328 4750

If you have any book arts news, please email items for the 
Book Arts Newsletter to: Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk 
Please supply images as good quality RGB jpegs (300 dpi)

NExT DEADLINE: 11TH OCTOBER 
FOR THE NOVEmBER ISSUE 

Sarah Bodman, Centre for Fine Print Research
UWE Bristol Faculty of Creative Arts, Humanities and 
Education, Kennel Lodge Road, Bristol  BS3 2JT, UK 
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk  /  Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk 
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